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From Left to Right: Mr. Aashik Koirala, Mr. Amit Pyakurel & Mr. Vivek Risal
It was the best of times, it was the worst of
times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age
of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it
was the epoch of incredulity, it was the
season of Light, it was the season of
Darkness…

Charles Dickens had opened his literary
masterpiece, A Tale of Two Cities, with the above
lines which portrays a period of radical opposites.
2015 will be etched in the history of the nation as
the year in which the endurance and the fortitude
of the people of Nepal was tested to the core.
Instances of pain and suffering was visible to the
global community in various capacities and the
economy of the nation witnessed a stellar blow as
the nation is yet to recuperate and recover from
the hindrances caused. The twin earthquakes in
the early half of the year dealt a major blow to the
stagnating economy and the “unofficial blockade”
from our southern neighbor further worsened the
shape of the economy. The popular adage – We will
rise again, echoed around the nation as the citizens
strove forward in rebuilding the nation leaving the
scars and fears behind.
Despite the various obstacles faced by the
business community, MEX Nepal endeavored to
shed off most of it to emerge stronger as the year
concluded. Surprisingly, the final trading volume
of 2015 surpassed the trading volume of 2014 with
considerable ease. MEX Nepal launched few more
physical deliverable products i.e. Delivery Silver
-DSILVER100GM and Delivery Gold 10 Gram DGOLD10GM; catering to the needs of the retail
investors. Trading on the move was taken to another
level with the launch of the AX1 MEX Trader Live

Platform in ANDROID devices. Importantly, the
pace of the regulation of the commodity markets
is on an accelerated pace and at each step MEX
Nepal has and will always be contributing towards
the ultimate goal of formalizing the regulation at
the earliest.
With an endeavor to change the timeline for this
Yearbook, the review period has been revised from
January 2015 to December 2015 in this edition of
the Yearbook and henceforth the review period
will be from January to December in the upcoming
editions too. In this edition of the Yearbook,
the usual Commodity Insights section has been
included to furnish information and the volume of
the corresponding commodities. The Experts Views
is a compilation of articles articulately prepared by
numerous brokers highlighting the various aspects
of the commodity market. We acknowledge the
effort put in by these experts in preparing their
respective articles and offer our heartfelt gratitude
to each of them. The positive inclusion of the
MEX Almanac in the precious editions has been
instrumental in working towards the same in this
edition too. The Almanac chronicles the major
events of the commodities on a monthly basis and
through this endeavor the reader aligns with the
breaking stories and happenings from around the
commodity markets.
The research paper in this edition of the
yearbook covers some interesting insights from the
financial world. The first one is a piece on Lead
Futures and how this commodity can be included
in the MEX platform given the importance of the
commodity in the global arena. The demand and
supply story of copper is another article tracking
the recent trends in copper with a prediction of

where the base metal may be headed. Negative
interest rates are slowly but surely gaining
prominence around the world. Hence, an article on
the same has been written with a view of decoding
this phenomenon.
MEX Yearbook is always a result of various
individual’s contribution and dedication in various
capacities. The editorial team owes our heartfelt
thanks to our in-house-designer, Mr. Surya Shrestha
for his vision and the careful process in designing
the yearbook. We also appreciate the constructive
ideas and support received from our CEO, Mr.
Jitesh Surendran, in the making of this yearbook.
Moreover, we also recognize the valuable insights
from our guest editor, Mr. Kamal Karki, in shaping
the final product of this yearbook.
The editorial team for the yearbook has
evolved and changed with time. The magnitude of
effort and dedication placed from the incubation
to the final product of the yearbook has been
indomitable. In an industry where there is a dearth
of information related to commodity market, MEX
Nepal has always been privileged and honored to
publish the yearbook with an objective to armor the
market participants with information for enhanced
understanding.
2015 will go down in the sands of time as the
year in which Nepal witnessed numerous hardships
but the real challenge now is to wake up to existing
realities. The economy, having dealt a major blow,
cannot stall on the current path but should chalk
out a plan to re-energize the depleting economy. It
may be a road less taken but sometimes the road
less journeyed yields the highest of results. The
challenge now is to take the first step towards the
journey!

Dear Readers,
I would like to thank the MEX Editorial Team for providing me the opportunity to share my perspective and ideas regarding market
awareness of commodity market through MEX Year Book 2015. This book is a noble approach by MEX Nepal to educate thousands of
Nepalese the importance of commodity market. I have tried my best to be reasonable and help the team of editors as far as possible. I hope
the readers will appreciate our hard work and dedication towards making it a complete guide for anyone interested in commodity market.
Thank you.
Guest Editor
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Kamal Karki
Sonata Investment Pvt. Ltd.
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Message of SAFE

Aftab Ahmad Ch.

Secretary General
South Asian Federation of Exchanges (SAFE)

On behalf of the South Asian Federation of Exchanges, I take great pride in the 7 year anniversary of the
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Ltd. (MEX Nepal). MEX Nepal has truly emerged as a premier commodity exchange
in the region, which showcases the thriving Nepalese economy, reflective of its growth and setting new trends in
its modernization.
Since its inception, MEX has been constantly contributing towards the up-gradation and enhancement of Nepali
commodity eco-system. MEX commenced futures and spot trading in precious metal, energy, base metal and agro
commodities based upon pure order matching system, and facilitate electronic derivatives trading through their
Automated Trading System (ATS).
Fundamental to our approach is an understanding that real and lasting change is augmented when stakeholders’
and potential companies’ benefits align. Today the expectations for sustainable performance are much higher, our
ability to help do more is ever more important. The Federation continues to support all its members and remains
committed to facilitating regional and foreign institutions, and corporations achieve the investment goals in South
Asia.
MEX Nepal’s endeavors for investor awareness and education as well as regulatory development in Nepal in
terms of commodity exchange products are a great achievement and set an example at a regional level. It is our
pleasure to commend MEX Nepal and its dedicated team of professionals for their untiring efforts and motivated
drive for making this entity a success. We would like to offer our felicitations to MEX Nepal on completing another
year of success and progress.
With the SAFE membership encompassing major stock and commodity exchanges across South Asia, we derive
immense pleasure in MEX Nepal’s pro-active involvement in SAFE affairs, especially featuring a regular voice
in the monthly publication, where prolific insights are shared into futures contracts and specific derivatives along
with MEX Nepal’s events and activities around the year.
As members on the SAFE Executive Board, MEX Nepal is actively contributing, not only in representing the
Nepali commodity markets, but also in strengthening the bonds of commerce and trade in the South Asian region.
At the Federation, MEX Nepal are better positioned to implement and export their vision for fair-price discovery
mechanisms, and stand for market integrity and price transparency while setting a global standard in exchange
trading.
We’re committed to doing even more to be responsible custodians of South Asian capital market. In 2016, we
intend to set the bar higher for ourselves and our growing team is eager to exceed their expectations.
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Message of CEO

Jitesh Surendran

Chief Executive Officer
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited

Dear Patrons,
It’s indeed my pleasure to connect with you all in the 6th consecutive year through our Annual Publication of the
Year Book.
It has been yet another exhilarating year for us with maiden Gold Delivery, Android trader platforms, MEX
Financial Quiz Quest (MFQQ), Presence in the Executive Board of SAFE, membership in National Business
Initiative(NBI) and MEX Algorithmic Traders Challenge to name a few. It has been a noteworthy year in terms
of accomplishments in business expansions and volumes alike, amidst a very challenging year with a number of
challenges, natural disaster, unofficial economic blockade, fuel crisis. Amidst all this tough times, we were able to
be steadfast in our goals and kept on moving.
At this juncture, I would like to take a special mention about the team comprising of Customers, Brokers, Members
and Employees who had remained focused on their objectives and kept working towards it, without which MEX
would not have made 2015 a promising year.
As mentioned in our yearly plans, in 2015, the focus was more on the market awareness and education. The team
has been consistent in extensive SPACE programs at colleges, Joint Seminar Programs with Brokers, regular
market education with Pioneer Professional Academy and regular weekly trainings at the exchange premises.
Looking Forward to 2016
We would look at enrolling more Market Makers for cash segments and more designated vendors for deliverable
products. Also we are exploring other online payment gateways for easy fund transfer and withdrawals, which will
benefit retail market participants and also newcomers into business, primarily targeting audience from outside
Kathmandu valley.
We will look forward to more meaningful partnerships in terms of improving our services and business to a greater
level.
New products including indices will be explored which would help the market participants as a hedging tool, as
we are getting more requests from consumers to bring in contracts which are more useful for hedging, especially
from importers and exporters.
MEX has been regularly communicating with SEBON for the support and follow up on the complete regulatory
framework for the industry. MEX will continue to do the same and try to persuade and garner the importance of
complete regulation of the market for more effective market penetration and also to take more stake holders on
board.
I would like to thank all our Customers, Brokers and Members for choosing MEX for their Risk mitigation &
management needs, without your support and suggestions we would not have surpassed such expectations.
Last but not the least - I would like to congratulate the Editorial Team of MEX Yearbook for their relentless effort
in bringing all the intricate details of MEX markets in the 2015 Yearbook.
Enjoy reading this copy of the Yearbook.
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Message from Brokers
Binod Prasad Timsina

Managing Director
Shree Raj Shyamaji Investment & Trade Center Pvt. Ltd., Kirtipur, Kathmandu

“Derivatives” gears up economy.
Derivatives have been traded for centuries, with early examples including tulip bulb options in
Holland and rice futures in Japan during the 17th century. The derivatives market has grown
100-fold over the past 30 years, with estimates of the current size of the market at more than
$200 trillion, based on the notional value of contracts outstanding.
Derivatives allow individuals and companies to hedge risks. This means that they make it more
likely that risks are borne by those best able to bear them. This makes it possible for individuals
and companies to take on more risky projects - with higher promised returns - and hence create more wealth by hedging
those risks that can be hedged. Surveys suggest that 64 percent of US companies use derivatives.
Derivatives should be treated in the same way as airplanes. We do not fear flying because there is a risk of a crash, but rather
we regulate the airline industry to make planes as safe as it makes economic sense for them to be. Derivative Commodity
Market in Nepal has to spread awareness to a larger number of potential investors. With this the economy can drive forward
and higher!
sitcnepal@gmail.com

Kamal Karki

Managing Director
Sonata Investment Pvt. Ltd.

“First of all I would like to congratulate Mercantile Exchange Nepal and the team for
successfully completing six years of market operation as the undisputed market leader of
Nepalese Commodity Market. Even though commodity market was introduced in Nepal during
2005, it really blossomed after introduction of automated trading platform by MEX Nepal since
its inception in 2010. Commodity market success story was phenomenal and inspiring to many
of the regional neighbors in spite of the fact that Nepal is least developed country that was just
familiarized to internet world. At its’ peak Nepalese commodity was well beyond Nepal Stock
Exchange in term of Turnover value of settled positions in the market.
Failure of government agency (responsible for regulation of commodity market) to formulate regulation and required laws
is unfortunate just not for stakeholders of Nepalese commodity market but to the Nepal as a whole. Commodity market
is a boon for countries that mainly rely on agriculture or mineral and energy extraction to support its’ economy. Recent
commodity boom has just not helped many commodities dependent countries to rise but also raised country and region
like Brazil, Russia, South Africa and Middle East, etc. to be one of the powerful nation across regions. It is impossible to
maximize benefit and let farmer earn from the commodity boom unless automated trading platform with modern warehouse
is implemented and endorsed in policy making level by government to promote and organize commodity trading throughout
nation.
Commodity market is also best alternative investment platform available in Nepal that suits even small investors with
better knowledge of commodities price movement. Since inception commodity market has been offering facilities like
margin trading, market depth, high liquidity and transparency beside online trading platform to place your order at morning
or during night time. MEX Nepal has further simplified commodity trading by introducing Desktop software and mobile
trading platform that has really eased the complex trading process for commodity traders.
Nepalese commodity market went downhill from the peak of success because of one sided news on national dailies,
negative rumors and cut-throat competition between commodities exchanges as the number of active exchange reached
nine at the time. Government too was not in position to regulate the market due to political turmoil further created confusion
and distrust among traders and stakeholders. I have to appreciate the fact that even during such tough situation MEX Nepal
without indulging in unfair business practice to survive, shifted its’ goal toward enhancing quality service and better trading
experience among traders. I hope that MEX Nepal will further raise its’ business standard bar a notch higher as in past and
self-sustain the commodity market with self-regulation policy until commodity regulation comes to effect in future.

Message from Sonata

Lastly, I would like to thank MEX Nepal and the management team for coming up with a business modality that has just not
created numerous job opportunities but also gave entrepreneurs like us a new avenue of business to record our own success
story in short span of time. Thanks to MEX Nepal for guiding us through the chaos time and helping us by going beyond
exchange and Non Clearing member boundary to sustain our business.
sonatainvestmentnepal@gmail.com
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MEX ANNUAL AWARD WINNERS -2016

MEX

Best Startup Broker
Selectnet Sec. & Inv. Services Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 2091)

Best in Ethics & Compliance
Sansar Investment Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 1040)

Best Emerging Broker
Devine Investment & Trade Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 2086)

Best in Market Expansion
Monetary Investment Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 2087)

Best in Customer Focus
Money Plus & Securities Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 1005)

Most Loyal Broker
Norex Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 3007)

Best in Infrastructure
Lima Investment Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 2054)

Executive of the Year
Mr. Jhabindra Khatri (Bhairab Investment)
(Broker Code: 2023)
Broker of the Year
Sonata Investment Pvt. Ltd.
(Broker Code: 1023)
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GUIDELINES FOR ENHANCED TRADING EXPERIENCE WITH

MEX NEPAL

1. Recommended Trader Specification
p

2. Traderss should use a dedicated internet connection via cable and not a wireless based internet
inte
connection for uninterrupted internet and price flow.

3. For optimal performance, traders are recommended to use World Link as their ISP. With other ISP,
it is noted that some ports related to Trading Console are blocked/restricted and this restricts the full
information getting displayed in Trading Console.

Experts View
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Experts View

Understanding
Commodity Trading
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Experts View
When people usually talk about commodity they think of gold, copper, crude
oil, silver etc. But there are so many more commodities that are traded in the world.
Usually commodities are classified in two parts, soft and hard commodities. Soft
commodities are typically agricultural products like wheat, coffee, soybean, cocoa
etc., and hard commodities include gold, silver, aluminum, copper etc.
The price of soft commodities is mainly affected by the weather because it plays
a major role in the production. Different kinds of natural calamities like flood,
landslide, tornado, and hurricane affect the production and cut off the supply which
may raise the price of the commodity. This is an unexpected situation that nobody
can predict. Being well aware of world events are very important to predict the
market situation.
Futures play a crucial role in offsetting the risks described above. A ‘future’ is a
derivative contract where investors purchase assets such as physical commodities
at a predetermined date and price. Commodity market provides various features to
traders to encourage investment.
An important and widely used feature is hedging, which is any act that tries to
protect investments from price risk to the maximum extent possible. To hedge
with the futures, traders take the opposite position of the spot (current real time
transactions). If you take a long position (buy) in the present than take a short
position (sell) in the future and vice-versa. That means when you lose the money in
spot then you earn it on futures and vice-versa.
Commodity market is also an investment platform of investing where individuals
with limited capital can earn substantial profit. People’s perception is that investing
in commodities is highly risky. Although that may be the case, but the returns are
commensurate with the amount of risk i.e. higher the risk higher the profit.
Before trading, you should gather as much knowledge as possible about the
market. Unlike stocks and bonds, this is a highly sophisticated investment area.
Although you are buying and selling ‘commodities’ while trading, you do not
actually own the physical product. You are investing on the derived value of the
commodities which is called derivatives.
The two primary areas of research in the commodity market are fundamental and
technical analysis. Fundamental analysis covers fundamental factors such as various
news about the mining industries of the commodity, USD News, interest rates,
demand and supply factors that affect, economic state of the major commodities
producing countries, economic state of the major commodities consumption
countries, etc.
Knowledge of the fundamental factors alone is insufficient. Technical analysis
knowledge is also important in commodity trading. Technical analysis means the
analysis done after looking back at the past days on how the rate of commodities
was fluctuating. Although technical analysis is more complex to understand for
beginners, knowledge of it can help investors time their entries and exit in the
market. Commodity trading is all about how you utilize your fundamental and
technical analysis to book profits or hedge against losses.

Bikal Chaulagain

(The author is currently working as the Business
Development manager at Gahanagriha
Investment Company Pvt. Ltd., where his
responsibilities range from compliance,
marketing, research and development, to
operations & administration.)
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An Overview on
Commodity Trading

Commodities markets, both historically and in modern times, have
had tremendous economic impact on nations and people. The impact
of commodity markets throughout the history is still not fully known
but it has been suggested that rice futures may have been traded in
China as long ago as 6,000 years. Shortages on critical commodities
have sparked wars throughout history (such as in World War II, when
Japan ventured into foreign lands to secure oil and rubber), while
oversupply can have a devastating impact on a region by devaluing
the prices of core commodities.
Energy commodities such as crude are closely watched by
countries, corporations and consumers alike. The average Western
consumer can become significantly impacted by high crude prices.
Alternatively, oil-producing countries in the Middle East (that are
largely dependent on petrodollars as their source of income) can
become adversely affected by low crude prices. Unusual disruptions
caused by weather or natural disasters can not only be an impetus for
price volatility, but can also cause regional food shortages.
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Commodities
The four categories of trading commodities include:
• Energy (including crude oil, heating oil, natural gas and gasoline)
• Metals (including gold, silver, platinum and copper)
• Livestock and Meat (including lean hogs, pork bellies, live cattle
and feeder cattle)
• Agricultural (including corn, soybeans, wheat, rice, cocoa,
coffee, cotton and sugar)
Ancient civilizations traded a wide array of commodities, including
livestock, seashells, spices and gold. Although the quality of product,
date of delivery and transportation methods were often unreliable,
commodity trading was an essential business. The might of empires
can be viewed as somewhat proportionate to their ability to create and
manage complex trading systems and facilitate commodity trades, as
these served as the wheels of commerce, economic development and
taxation for the kingdom’s treasuries. Reputation and reliability were
critical underpinnings to secure the trust of ancient investors, traders
and suppliers.
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Investment Characteristics
There are other ways in which trading and investing in commodities can
be very different from investing in traditional securities such as stocks
and bonds. Global economic development, technological advances and
market demands for commodities influence the prices of staples such as
oil, aluminum, copper, sugar and corn. For instance, the emergence of
China and India as significant economic players has contributed to the
declining availability of industrial metals, such as steel, for the rest of
the world.
Basic economic principles typically follow the commodities markets:
lower supply equals higher prices. For instance, investors can follow
livestock patterns and statistics. Major disruptions in supply, such as
widespread health scares and diseases, can lead to investing plays, given
that the long-term demand for livestock is generally stable and predictable.
Risky Business
Commodities can quickly become risky investment propositions because
they can be affected by eventualities that are difficult, if not impossible
to predict. These include unusual weather patterns, natural disasters,
epidemics and man-made disasters. For example, grains have a very active
trading market and can be volatile during summer months or periods of
weather transitions. Therefore, it may be a good idea to not allocate more
than 10% of a portfolio to commodities (unless genuine insights indicate
specific trends or events).
Exchanges
With commodities playing a major and critical role in the global economic
markets and affecting the lives of most people on the planet, there are
multitudes of commodity and futures exchanges around the world. Each
exchange carries a few commodities or specializes in a single commodity.
For instance, the U.S. Futures Exchange is an important exchange that
only carries energy commodities.
The most popular exchanges include the CME Group, which resulted after
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and Chicago Board of Trade merged
in 2006, Intercontinental Exchange, Kansas City Board of Trade and the
London Metal Exchange.
Futures and Hedging
Futures, forward contracts and hedging are a prevalent practice with
commodities. The airline sector is an example of a large industry that must
secure massive amounts of fuel at stable prices for planning purposes.
Because of this need, airline companies engaged in hedging and purchase
fuel at fixed rates (for a period of time) to avoid the market volatility of
crude and gasoline, which would make their financial statements more
volatile and riskier for investors. Farming cooperatives also utilize this
mechanism. Without futures and hedging, volatility in commodities could
cause bankruptcies for businesses that require predictability in managing
their expenses. Thus, commodity exchanges are used by manufacturers
and service providers as part of their budgeting process – and the ability
to normalize expenses through the use of forward contracts reduces a lot
of cash flow-related headaches.

Rahul Gadia

(The author is associated with Selectnet Securities &
Investment Services Pvt. Ltd. in the capacity of Director.
Selectnet Securities & Investment Services Pvt. Ltd. attained
the award for the Best Startup Broker at the recently concluded
7th MEX Annual Awards.)

The Bottom Line
Investing in commodities can quickly degenerate into gambling or
speculation when a trader makes uninformed decisions. However, by
using commodity futures or hedging, investors and business planners can
secure insurance against volatile prices. Population growth, combined
with limited agricultural supply can provide opportunities to ride
agricultural price increases. Demands for industrial metals can also lead
to opportunities to make money by predicting future price increases.
When markets are unusually volatile or bearish, commodities can also
increase in price and become a (temporary) place to park cash.
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Trading Strategy

Not everyone’s trade
strategy will be the same
and it does not have to
be, but there are some
key factors that have to be
considered.
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We all are familiar with trading but not everyone is aware of
trading online and with technique and knowledge rather than
relying on luck and some rumors. There are many broker firms
that will help you to trade in the market but not everyone is able
to predict the future but with some hard work, dedication and
knowledge, we can almost predetermine the movement of the
market.
There are various tools and indicators that can be used to enter
and exit market but that is alone not enough. We all use different
technique to trade and that’s great because no technique can be
said perfect and accurate than other.
There are various factors to consider before becoming a full time
trader and to make the most of it we will need to make up our
trade strategy. Not everyone’s trade strategy will be the same and
it does not have to be, but there are some key factors that have to
be considered.
The main things to consider are:
1. What is the market’s direction? Where is the market
going?
Because if we can find out the trend of the market we can be
sure that our trade is not likely to go against us and be more
rewarding. There is a saying- Trend is your Friend. So, we
have to find out the trend in the first place. For this we can
either use Simple Moving Average (SMA) of 200 periods for
daily time period.
2. When to get in?
This is to find out when to open position in the market. For this
we can use various tools and indicators but the most reliable
signal for entering into a market is through candlestick. It is
regarded as the sign language of the market itself and signals
us with the potential movement of the market. And we cannot
just jump into a market every time we see a candle formationwe have to be patient and also sure for the potential entry

point. This includes finding out other indicator’s signal, and
if all the signals suggest for the movement then only we are
good to enter into the market. If various different signals give
the same signal than the trade will be more reliable. But we
also need to keep in mind that we don’t over rely on various
indicators and make it over complicated, we can still read
the signals of the market using simple tools and by not over
complicating it. And when the market is not giving any signals
and indicators are giving mixed signals, it better to stay out of
the trade rather than forcing a trade.
3. When to get out of a trade?
We saw something and we entered in a trade and we know our
target and we know our limit, now we just have to wait. We
don’t need to panic if it shows us loss for a while because we
saw something and we verified it and entered into a market
and we have our 2 best friends i.e. Take Profit(TP) & Stop
Loss(SL) to make our decision and support in our trading
strategy. If our prediction is right the market will go our way
and hit the TP, and if for some case we are wrong, SL will stop
our account from becoming zero.

Sunil Shrestha

(The author is associated with Money Spell Investment Pvt. Ltd. in
the capacity of Managing Director.)
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Future of Crude Oil
Crude oil, a naturally unrefined petroleum product composed of
hydrocarbon deposits and other organic materials. Crude oil can
be refined to produce usable products such as gasoline, diesel and
various forms of petrochemicals. It is a nonrenewable resource,
also known as a fossil fuel, which means that it can’t be replaced
naturally at the rate we consume it and is therefore a limited
resource.
Although fossil fuels like coal have been harvested in one way
or another for centuries, crude oil was first discovered and
developed during the Industrial Revolution, and its industrial
uses were first developed in the 19th century. Newly invented
machines revolutionized the way we do work and they depended
on these resources to run. Today, the world’s economy is largely
dependent on fossil fuels such as crude oil, and the demand for

17

Vijay Pandey

(The author is the CEO of Devine Investment & Trade Pvt. Ltd. Mr.
Pandey has had 6 years experience in the commodity market. Devine
Investment & Trade Pvt. attained the award for the Best Emerging
Broker at the recently concluded 7th MEX Annual Awards.)
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Experts View
There are signs, however, that production is falling in the United
States and some other oil-producing countries because of the drop
in exploration investments. On the demand side, the economies
of Europe and developing countries are weak and vehicles are
becoming more energy-efficient. So demand for fuel is lagging
a bit.

FUTURE OF CRUDE OIL

these resources often spark political unrest, since a small number
of countries control the largest reservoirs. Like any industry,
supply and demand heavily affects the prices and profitability of
crude. USA, Saudi Arabia, and Russia are the leading producers.

Fluctuations in global crude oil prices have always been in the
focus of economic and financial news. The higher crude oil prices
rise, the more positive is the economic outlook for petroleum
exporters. In contrast, those countries dependent on petroleum
imports suffer to varying degrees from those same higher prices
as import bills increase. Estimates for the price per barrel for
crude oil from leading financial and multilateral institutions are
thus closely monitored by governments, investors, and consumers
alike. Here’s a summary of some recent crude oil price forecasts.

WHY HAS THE PRICE OF OIL BEEN DROPPING SO
FAST? WHY NOW?
This a complicated question, but it boils down to the simple
economics of supply and demand. United States domestic
production has nearly doubled over the last six years, pushing
out oil imports that need to find another home. Saudi Arabia,
Nigeria and Algerian oil that once was sold in the United States
is suddenly competing for Asian markets, and the producers are
forced to drop prices. Canadian and Iraqi oil production and
exports are rising year after year. Even the Russians, with all their
economic problems, manage to keep pumping.
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Go Green with MEX

Save The Environment And You Will
Save The Life And Future.
Environmental degradation has become a burning issue with each
passing day. Every day we see, hear and feel the effects of
environmental degradation ranging from flooding and landslides
to heat waves and acid rain. Much of the global community has
started to respond to these changes and it’s high time we should
start making effort to conserve and promote the environmental
friendly activities.

Plantation of Trees
Recycling e-Waste
Protecting the River & Clean Water Sources
Promoting the Solar & Renewable Source of Energy
Use Both Sides of Paper
Avoid Plastic Bags

Go

with MEX

www.mexnepal.com/gogreen/index.html

Commodity Insights

Agro Commodities
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Commodity Insights

Cocoa
Introduction
The cocoa bean, also cacao bean or simply cocoa or cacao, is the
dried and fully fermented fatty seed of Theobroma cacao, from
which cocoa solids and cocoa butter are extracted. Chocolate must
be processed from cocoa powder, cocoa butter, and sometimes
other oil products. History showed that Mayans basically used
cocoas to produce a ceremonial beverage that was offered during
the betrothal and marriage ceremonies.
Almost after a century, Spain lost its control on the European
Chocolate market. In around mid-1600s, drink made out of brown
beans had increased popularity in France. It was considered to
be enjoyable and a healthy drink enjoyed by the well-off people.
Currently, the world’s top five cocoa producing nations are the
Ivory Coast, Ghana, Indonesia, Nigeria and Cameroon, which
together account for 70% of global cocoa production each year.
Cocoa trees are found in tropical environments, within 15 to 20
degrees latitude from the equator. The perfect climate for production
of cocoa is during hot, rainy and tropical, with lush vegetation to
provide shade for the cocoa trees. Cocoas are primarily found in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. Almost 3,000,000 tons of cocoas
are produced every year. Near about 131.7% increment has been
noticed in past 30 years with an annual growth of 2.9%.
The three main varieties of cocoa plant are Forastero, Criollo,
and Trinitario. The first is the most widely used, comprising 95%
of the world production of cocoa. Cocoa beans of the Criollo
variety are rarer and considered a delicacy. Criollo plantations
have lower yields than those of Forastero, and also tend to be
less resistant to several diseases that attack the cocoa plant, hence
very few countries still produce it. One of the largest producers of
Criollo beans is Venezuela (Chuao and Porcelana). Trinitario (from
Trinidad) is a hybrid between Criollo and Forastero varieties. It is
considered to be of much higher quality than Forastero, but has
higher yields and is more resistant to disease than Criollo
Netherland stands to be the highest importer of cocoas. It
imports reached 20.6% in 2014; it is considered to be main port in
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Europe. United States America imported 18.5% of cocoa beans;
USA has a large amount of cocoa complementary products.
Similarly other major importers of cocoas are Malaysia 10.8%,
Germany 8.3%, Belgium 6.0%, France 4.7%, the United Kingdom
4.2% and Spain 2.4%. On the suppliers side, top 5 major producers
of cocoa are Cote d’lvoire 1.3million tons, Ghana 720 thousand
tons, Indonesia 440 thousand tons, Cameroon 175 thousand tons
and Nigeria 160 thousand tons.
Fundamental Facts:
• Ivory Coast and Ghana are the major producers of cocoas,
but due the unstable political, social and labor disputes in the
country; the supply of the cocoa is not stable.
• About 70% of the global cocoa is produced in West Africa.
• There are 5-6 million cocoa farmers worldwide. Livelihood of
40-50 million people are depended on cocoa farming. About
90-95% cocoas are produced by small farmers.
• Cocoa being strongly co-related to pound rather than dollar
as Britain has prominent domination over West African cocoa
industry.
• Major influencers of cocoa prices are Global cocoa and
confectionery industries.
• Major threats to the cocoa are the “Black pot” disease; news
regarding this disease can highly hamper the prices of cocoa.
• With much of the cocoa production occurring in politically
unstable areas such as the Ivory Coast, Ghana and Indonesia,
political factors have a disproportionate influence in
cocoa price stability.
• Climate disturbance at any phase of the growth
process (from flowering to the maturing of
the pods) can have a direct impact on crops
by yielding shrunken or rotten pods.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for cocoa is illustrated above for the
review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas
the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity
in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, cocoa prices showed mixed trend for the

review period. The highest return was realized in February 2015
i.e. 11.96%. The prices had remained quite volatile in the review
period, with the prices attaining a range between 2.63% to 8.81%
volatility. However, in January 2015, price of cocoa was extremely
volatile, reaching a rate of 8.81% during the month. The average
volatility for cocoa remained below 5.9% for the review period.
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Coffee
Introduction
offee is one of the world’s most popular
beverages. Some claim it is the most
widely consumed liquid in the world aside
from water. The earliest credible evidence
of either coffee drinking or knowledge of
the coffee tree appears in the middle of the
15th century, in the Sufi Muslim monasteries
around Mocha in Yemen.
Coffee is produced from the seeds of a
small red (sometimes yellow) fruit that
grows on plants halfway in size between
shrub and tree. The process that turns these
seeds into beverage is a long and complex
process, perhaps the most complex process
associated with any major beverage.
As per the international market, two varieties
of coffee can be found: Arabic and Robusta.
1. Arabica beans have a sweet, softer taste
with tons of sugar, fruit and berries; and
its acidity level is higher. Arabica seed
requires several years to come to maturity.
2. Robusta on the other hand,
has strong, harsher taste.
It contains higher
level of caffeine
and is also
considered

C
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to be inferior in comparison to the Arabic
beans. These seeds are easily grown as
they require lower altitudes.
An estimated trade value exceeding $15
billion makes coffee the world’s biggest
beverage commodity and the tenth- biggest
food and beverage commodity by trade
volume. In 2013, global coffee trade volume
reached six million tons, while the world
annual average coffee price was estimated
at $2.58 per kg.
The biggest coffee exporter was Brazil,
exporting more tha1.6 million tons of coffee
beans, followed by Vietnam and Columbia.
The EU, on the other hand was the biggest
coffee importer backed by USA and Japan.

Fundamental Facts:
• Asian demand is impacting the coffee
market just like it is impacting other
commodity markets.
• Demand and supply acts as a key
fundamental player in determining the
prices of coffee.
• Another fundamental player is the
weather. It is uncontrollable force
that seriously impact the crops yield.
Unfavorable weather means insufficient
production which ultimately leads to
price hike.
• The major fluctuation in the United
States and Brazil straightly affects the
prices of coffee as these countries are
the major importer and exporters.
• Coffee accounts for 60% of Ethiopia’s
exports. The current belief is that
more than 100 million people in these
countries depend on coffee as their
primary source of income.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for coffee is illustrated above for the
review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas
the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity
in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, coffee prices saw a bearish drive for the
review period except for a brief moment in August 2015. During
the month of February 2015, coffee return reached negative of
13.43%. Similarly, in the month of August 2015, the coffee price
reached its highest point i.e. the return rate of 60.61% was realized.
From the volatility perspective, in the month of October 2014, the
price of coffee was extremely volatile reaching a rate of 38.45%.
The average volatility for coffee was 10.77% having lowest in the
month of September i.e. 3.59%.
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size between shrub and tree.
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Corn

Introduction
cientists believe people living in central Mexico developed corn
at least 7000 years ago. It was started from a wild grass called
teosinte. Teosinte looked very different from our corn today. The
kernels were small and were not placed close together like kernels
on the husked ear of modern corn. Also known as maize Indians
throughout North and South America, eventually depended upon this
crop for much of their food. By the end of 15th – 16th century, the
cultivation of maize had been spread all over the globe. It is believed
that the corn was firstly cultivated in the highlands of Mexico. The
spotted varieties of corn are
1. Dent: Often used as a livestock feed, in industrial products, or to
make processed foods. It is also termed as “field” corn. White and
yellow corn fall under this category.
2. Flint: Also can be termed as “Indian” corn. Its serves the same
purpose as dent corn. It is basically distinguished by its hard outer
shell. White and red corn falls under this category. Flint corn can
further be sub divided into two categories i.e. Sweet corn and
Popcorn.
Corn is the seventh –most traded food commodity in the world with
the trade value of $28billion. In 2013, global corn export reached
110 million tons, while the average price was estimated at $259.4
per tons.
As in 2013, the global corn production exceeded 969 million tons,
while consumption reached 936 million tons. During 2013, USA was
the biggest corn producer, producing more than 350 million tons of
corn, backed by China. USA is also the biggest corn consumer with
the domestic corm consuming exceeding 290 million tons.
Simultaneously, USA exported more than 25 million tons of corn
becoming the biggest corn exporter followed by Brazil, Ukraine
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and Argentina. Japan was the biggest importer of corn importing
more than 15 million tons followed by Mexico, the EU and
China.
Fundamental Facts:
• As corn plants are more vulnerable to get infected by the fungal
diseases. Due to this the supply of corn falls short which
ultimately hits the prices of corn.
• The variation in the prices of other substitute products of corn
also has a major role to play on the price of corn.
• Any major changes in the corn producing and consuming
countries adversely affect the price of the corn.
• Another key factor to impact the price of corn is weather. It
is uncontrollable factor. Small fluctuation in the weather
conditions adversely affects the supply of the corn which side
effect is seen in the prices of corn.
• With more and more ethanol coming from corn, the ethanol
market is an important variable in pricing corn.
• Corn is fast growing into an energy commodity. This means
that it would develop a price relationship with other energy
commodities.
• China being the second largest economy in the world, and the
most important emerging market, demand outlook from China
can also affect the short-term prices of corn.
• Since the production of corn is not evenly distributed around the
world, geopolitical issues could bear significant weight on the
short-term prices of corn. And, in reality, the top producers of corn
are prone to geopolitical crises.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for corn is illustrated above for the
review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas
the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity
in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, corn prices saw mixed trend during the
review period. From March to May 2015 the price for the corn

kept decreasing. During the month of July 2015, return for corn
reached below 11.49%. On the other hand, the volatility also
showed mixed trend over the review period. During the month
of July 2015, the volatility crossed 0.72 showing the maximum
deviation in price; during rest months, the price was in the midrange of 0.3. The average volatility for corn was 0.31%.
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Cotton
Introduction
otton is a white fibrous agricultural product that has a wide variety
of uses, from textile production, to creating paper, to producing
oil and food products. Cotton is grown all around the globe, and is
traded internationally as well – the international trade in cotton is led
by the United States and the African nations, and totals more than $12
billion annually.
Ancient discovery was made in a Mexican cave, where
scientists found pieces of cotton bolls and cloths.
According to Hindu Rig- Veda it is termed as (“threads
in the loom”). Generally it is believed that the first
cultivation was in India, despite being located in many
areas.
Physically cotton is a soft, fluffy staple fiber, which grows
in a ball or protective capsules around a seed of a cotton plant
of the genus Gossypium. Cotton can be further segregated into
various types:
1.
Egyptian cotton: They are fine, glistening cotton
that has long thinner fibers. These cotton are light brown
in color and are also termed to be the most
popular cotton used in the production of
bed sheets, cushion covers etc.
2.
Sea Island cotton: These are
expensive ones as they are its growth
and production required a lot of efforts
and cost. These are considered
to be one of the finest cotton in the
worldwide so the product made out
of this cotton is very expensive as
compared to others.
3. Pima cotton: Almost similar to the
Egyptian cotton, this cotton also has long
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and smooth fibers. Strong, soft and durable materials are its basic
features, which makes its popular for the production of cloths,
towels and sheet.
4. Asian cotton: These types of cotton are found in India, China
and near Eastern regions. Due to its harsh and coarse fibers these
cottons are used in production of blankets, filters etc.
5. American Upland cotton: These are the most commonly used and
inexpensive cotton. Due to its versatile nature; these cotton are used
in making various fibers as well as manufacturing shirts and denims
as well.
6. Canton cotton: This cotton is used for the production of winter
clothing because of its heavy nature i.e. strong, soft and difficult to
pull apart.
7. French Terry cotton: This cotton is also heavy in nature (heavier
than cotton twill and slightly lighter than Canton cotton).
8. Bamboo cotton: This type of cotton is very soft in nature. It is
natural and chemical free which makes it a perfect choice for the
environment and skin.
Global 2014/15 cotton production is expected to fall 1 percent from
the previous year to 119.4 million bales. The estimated crop decline
is primarily the result of reductions in China, Australia, Brazil, and
India partially offset by increases for the United States, Turkey and
Pakistan. World
2014/15 area harvested is estimated at 34.3 million hectares, up 4.5
percent from last year, and the world average yield is at 758 kg/
hectare, down 5 percent.
From the consumer’s side China, Turkey, Bangladesh, Vietnam and
Indonesia holds the top 5 place.
Fundamental Facts:
• The state of demand from the leading cotton-consuming/importing
countries such as China, India, Pakistan, Turkey and Brazil.
• The value of the US dollar, as the US is the largest exporter or
cotton.
• Major producers of cotton: India and China use most of its
production themselves in the textile industry.
• Largest exporters of raw cotton are USA with a share of 30.2%
($5.6 billion) and India with share of 24.4% ($4.5 billion) as per
USDA statistics.
• Largest importers is China with value of around US $8.4 billion
and share of 44.8%; Turkey stands on second with share of amount
8.9% as per USDA statistics.
• Cotton has the largest per-acre energy costs of all agricultural
commodities and so so changes in the price of oil can also directly
affect the price of cotton.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for cotton is illustrated above for the
review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk chart
explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the
return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
From the chart above, cotton prices saw a mixture of bearish and
bullish trend during the review period. From July – September 2015,
the return for cotton saw a diminishing figure. During the month of
February 2014 and April 2014, the prices had reached a high with a
return above 8% and 6% respectively. On the other hand the volatility
was in mid range of 2.5%, and during the month November 2014, the
volatility crossed 3.56% indicating the maximum deviation in price.
The average volatility for cotton was marked at 2.38% showing
minor fluctuation in prices.
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Soybean Oil
Introduction
oybean oil is a vegetable oil extracted from the seeds of the
soybean (Glycine max). It is one of the most widely consumed
cooking oils. The first domestic use of soybean is traced to the eastern
half of North China in 11th BC, or perhaps a little earlier.2 Soybean
is one of the five main plant foods of China, along with rice, wheat,
barley, and millet. Early accounts have it that soybean production was
localized in China until after the China-Japan War of 1894 to 1895,
when the Japanese started to import soybean oil cake as fertilizer.
Soybean oil is free from the cholesterol; which means it contains
phytosterols which helps to lower LDL cholesterols; other oils
available in the market generally contain some amount cholesterol.
Besides this, it is also a good source of omega-3 oil fatty acids which
helps in reducing the risk of heart disease and osteoporosis.
The major producers of soybean oil in 2014 are China, USA,
Argentina, Brazil and EU.

S

Fundamental Facts:
• The reason why US production data is important to the soybean oil
market is that US is the second-largest producer of soybean in the
world.
• Major players in the international market of soybean are Argentina
and Brazil.
• The availability of other cooking oils also does affect the price
of soybean oil. Fundamentally, the more the other cooking oils
become available, the greater the reduction in the reliance on
soybean oil as cooking oil.
• US export data of soybean oil is important factor that affect its
price.
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• Soybean cultivation requires hot summer, with temperature
ranging between 20 and 30 °C. Fundamentally, anything that
affects the production of soybean will affect the price of soybean
oil.
• China is the highest consumer of soybean in the world. In general,
as the demand for soybean in China grows, chances are soybean
oil prices will follow suit.
• Fuel is one of the factors of soybean oil production. Therefore,
fuel prices are likely to affect the price of the commodity.
• Soybean oil is used in a number of food processing industries. As
usual, the more these industries grow, the higher the chances that
they will demand for more soybean oil, which might bring about
an increase in soybean oil prices.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for soybean oil is illustrated above for the review period from October 2014
to September 2015. The risk chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, soybean oil prices saw a bearish trend during the review period. Most of the
months in the review period saw a decreasing trend in price level. During the month of July 2015 the
negative return of 10.93% was realized. And in the month of February 2015, highest rise in the price level
was seen with 10.12% gain. Volatility was average for this commodity as the highest and lowest volatility
was 2.31% and 0.63% respectively. The average volatility for soybean oil was marked at 1.29%.
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Soybean

Introduction
he first domestication of soybean has been traced to the eastern
half of North China in the eleventh century B.C. or perhaps a
bit earlier. Soybean has been one of the five main plant foods of
China along with rice, soybeans, wheat, barley and millet. Soybean
is termed as the “Golden bean” of 20th century. Despite, being a
legume crop, it is widely used as oilseed. According to early authors,
soybean production was localized in China until after the ChineseJapanese war of 1894-95, when the Japanese began to import
soybean oil cake for use as fertilizer.
Soy varies in growth and habit. The height of the plant varies from
less than 0.2 to 2.0 m (0.66 to 6.56 ft). The pods, stems, and leaves
are covered with fine brown or gray hairs. The leaves are trifoliolate,
having three to four leaflets per leaf, and the leaflets are 6–15 cm
(2.4–5.9 in) long and 2–7 cm (0.79–2.76 in) broad. The leaves fall
before the seeds are mature. The inconspicuous, self-fertile flowers
are borne in the axil of the leaf and are white, pink or purple.
The largest importer of soybean is China followed by the EU and
Mexico. Brazil is the biggest soybean exporter followed by the US
and Argentina. As of the week ending December 31, U.S. 2015/16
soybean export commitments (outstanding sales plus accumulated
exports) to China totaled 23.4 million tons compared with 27.0
million a year ago.
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Fundamental Facts:
• The value of the US dollar has so much effect on soybean prices
because soybean is highly traded on the international market.
• For successful cultivation of soybean, a hot summer is required.
Therefore, intense droughts are usually negative for soybean.
• A positive soybean production outlook is likely to send prices
lower, as it indicates that inventories would be at high levels.
• Corn and soybean compete on multiple grounds. In general, if the
production of corn falls, soybean prices are expected to rise.
• Brazil is the world’s largest producer of soybean, making
production data in Brazil has significant effect on soybean prices.
• China accounts for the largest consumption of soybean in the
world.
• Outlook from Brazil, US and Argentina, production outlook from
other countries also affect soybean prices.
• The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) releases
several important reports on soybeans. This report has significant
impact on the prices of soybean.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for soybean is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2014 to September 2015. The risk chart
explains the deviation of the prices from the mean
whereas the return chart indicates the percentage
change of the commodity in the aforementioned
period.
From the chart above, soybean prices during
its review period saw a mixed trend. During the
month of October 2014, maximum return was
marked at 14.19%. Similarly, during July 2014,
the minimum return was spotted below 6.38%.
On the other hand, the volatility was high during
the month of October 2014. Lowest volatility was
seen in April 2015, beneath 0.34%. The average
volatility for soybean was spotted at 0.63%.
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Sugar
Introduction
ugar is the generalized name for sweet,
short-chain, soluble carbohydrates,
many of which are used in food. Sugar has
been produced in the Indian subcontinent
since ancient times. It is believed to
be originated in New Guinea, and was
spread along routes of Southern Asia and
India. In around 500 BC, the process of
creating sugar, by pressing out the juice
and boiling it into crystals was developed
in India. In 16th century, the cultivation
and manufacture of sugarcane began
in West Indies and tropical parts of the
America, followed by the more intensive
improvement in production in the later
centuries.
Mainly two types of sugar are grown in
the world first one is from cane and the
second one is from beet. Both beet and
cane sugar production comprises of 9%
of the world production and 3%
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of world supply. Beet sugar production
is mainly rooted in 14 states of USA.
Countries, corporation and individual trade
sugar where long term supply agreements
are signed that describes a free market
for sugar where 20-25% of the world
productions are freely traded. Almost
50% of the traded sugars are used to
produce ethanol; hence sugar is negatively
correlated from crude oil.
Global sugar production for 2015/16 is
forecast down 3 million metric tons (raw
value) at 172 million with reductions
in Brazil, India, the European
Union, and Ukraine
more
than
offsetting
gains

in Australia, Russia, and Turkey.
Consumption is projected to reach a record
173 million, drawing ending stocks down 4
million tons to 40 million. Global imports
are expected to grow to a record 52 million
tons.
Fundamental Facts:
• Rise in the prices of crude oil in the
international market also increases the
demand for ethanol as an alternative
source of energy.
• Rising trend of the population and
upward income has a major impact on
the prices of sugar.
• In simple terms, events in Brazil and
China affect the sugar market because
Brazil is the world’s largest producer
of sugar, and China is the third largest
producer. Any vital information from
these dominant countries can adversely
affect the price.
• The political situation of the major sugar
producing countries and trade relation
between different countries can impact
the prices of sugar.
• Pyrilla, whitefly, termites are the most
destructive foliage sucking pest of
sugarcane. Destruction of sugarcane
production ultimately increases the price
of sugarcane.
• Sugar has historically shown significant
correlation to inflation rates. As a matter
of fact, it is considered an inflationhedging tool.
• Sugar, most of which is gotten from
sugarcane, is highly weather sensitive.
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The risk and return charts for sugar is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices
from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, sugar prices saw a
bearish trend over the review period. Most
of the months during the review period saw
a negative return. But during the month of
April and September 2015, positive return
was seen, 8.24% and 13.38% respectively.
On the other hand, the volatility was in its
peak during the month of July 2015 at above
0.92%. The lowest level was depicted in
the month of August at 0.34%. The average
volatility for sugar was marked at 0.65%.
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Wheat

“
”

EU and China being the biggest
producers of wheat, any news related
to these countries can impact the
prices of wheat.

Introduction
rown all over the world, wheat covers
more of the earth’s surface than any
other cereal crop. Wheat is the dominant
crop in temperate countries being used
for human food and livestock feed. It is
considered among the “big three” cereal
crops, with over 600 million tons being
harvested annually. The first cultivation of
wheat occurred about 10 000 years ago, as
part of the ‘Neolithic Revolution’, which
saw a transition from hunting and gathering
of food to settled agriculture.
Wheat is one of the most important
agricultural commodities in the world. The
commodity keeps growing in popularity
across the world. In fact, wheat is the
primary food staple in North Africa and the
Middle East. This goes to show that wheat
is important both in developed countries ad
emerging markets.

G
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Global wheat supplies for 2015/16 are
raised 1.2 million tons on both increased
beginning stocks and production. World
wheat production remains record high and
is raised 0.5 million tons led by 0.5-millionton increases for both Russia and Pakistan
and a 0.3-million-ton increase for the
EU. Partly offsetting is a 0.7-million-ton
reduction for Uruguay and a 0.4-millionton reduction for Brazil; both reductions
are on updated government statistics and
reflect crop damage from excessive rain.
World wheat trade for 2015/16 is down
fractionally with several, mostly offsetting,
changes. Global use is reduced, mostly in
the United States. With supplies increasing
and use reduced, ending stocks are raised
2.2 million tons to a record 232.0 million
tons. This total is 9 percent larger than the
previous stocks record set last year.

Fundamental Facts:
• Government policies and regulation
of the major exporting and importing
countries also affects prices.
• Unfavorable weather condition such
as heavy rainfall, hot temperature, and
drought affect the prices.
• EU and China being the biggest
producers of wheat, any news related to
these countries can impact the prices of
wheat.
• Wheat is susceptible to many pests and
diseases, the more destructive including
rust, bunt and the Hessian fly. Wheat
destroyed by such diseases ultimately
hampers the supply and its impact is seen
on the price.
• Cost such as transportation and inventory
cost also affects the price.
• Depreciation of US dollar impacts the
prices of wheat.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for wheat is illustrated above for the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk chart explains
the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the aforementioned
period.
The chart above shows us the price of wheat was not able to have much of increasing trend and negative return can be seen during most
of the review month. June 2105, was the only month where the maximum return was generated at 24.72%. Volatility level also saw quite ups
and down during the review period. July 2015 was the most volatile month in the review month, where volatility level crossed 1.01%. The
minimum volatility was seen in the month of February and August 2015. The average volatility for wheat was spotted at 0.58%.
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Copper
Introduction

C

opper (Cu) is a malleable,
ductile, metallic element having a
characteristic reddish-brown color: used in
large quantities as an electrical conductor
and in the manufacture of alloy, as brass and
bronze. Copper is derived from the Greek
word “Chalkos”. It possesses a wide range
of properties that makes it invaluable for
many applications. Similarly, copper is used
to create alloys in combination with other
metals like zinc, bronze, aluminum etc.
Copper metal have been in use for thousands
of years. The early decades of the 19th
century saw the foundation of the Electrical
Age and thereafter the demand for copper
increased tremendously. Britain was a major
producer for much of the 19th century but
new mines were opened up in the U.S.A.,
Chile, and later in Africa. Some of the
applications of copper include Electrical
Applications, Architecture & Piping,
Household products, Coinage, Bio-medical
applications, Chemical applications, Fire
extinguishers, Electroplating, etc. Copper is
one of the most recycled of all metals. It is
our ability to recycle metals over and over
again that makes them a material of choice.
Due to its versatility and durability, copper
is referred to as “man’s eternal metal”. Chile
is the top producer of copper followed by
China, Peru and the United States. Likewise,
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according to the International Copper Study
Group (ICSG), the top importers of copper
are China, Japan, India and the Korean
Republic.
Fundamentals Facts
• A large portion of the global copper supply
originates in South America, particularly
in Peru and Chile.
• The major copper consuming countries
include China, the US and Europe. Any
major news regarding copper demand from
these countries affects copper prices.
• The other key factors affecting copper
prices are related to the supply side. Any
major news related to the production of
copper from major producers also affects
the price of copper.
• Copper ranks as third-most-consumed
industrial metal in the world, after iron
and aluminum, about three-quarters of
that copper goes to make electrical wires,
telecommunication cables and electronics.
• According to the The International Copper
Study Group (ICSG), the refined copper
market for October 2015 (excluding the
adjustment for changes in China’s bonded
stocks) was roughly balanced with an
apparent production surplus of only 2,000
metric tonnes (t).
• The price of copper is determined mainly
by broad factors such as interest rates,
economic growth, the availability and

“

Due to its
versatility
and
durability,
copper is
referred to as
man’s eternal
metal.

”

attractiveness of substitute goods, and
political considerations.
• In order to reduce productions costs,
industries may have the possibilities of
substituting copper. Substitute effect can
have significant impact on its price.
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The risk and return charts for copper
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2014 to September 2015.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, copper prices saw
a bearish trend during the review period.
Most of the months in the review period saw
a decreasing trend in price level. During the
month of January 2015 the negative return
of 11.35% was realized. And in the month of
February 2015, highest rise in the price level
was seen with 8.54% gain. Volatility was
average for this commodity as the highest
and lowest volatility was 22.33% and 5.36%
respectively. The average volatility for
copper was marked at 10.54%.
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Brent Crude
Introduction

S

ince the commercialization of the U.K. and Norwegian sectors
of the North Sea in the 1970s, Brent Crude has served as a
leading global benchmark for Atlantic Basin crude oils in general, and
low-sulfur (“sweet”) crude oils in particular. Brent Crude is a light
crude oil containing approximately 0.37% of sulfur.
After the significant turmoil in the world oil markets including the
nationalization of the oil industry in the various Middle East countries
during the 1970s, and the oil price shocks of 1973 and 1979 (Iranian
revolution) lead to the increased world oil prices and many countries
were in search for secure independent sources of oil supplies. So, most
of the countries outside OPEC, went through significant exploration
and production of crude oil. The result was the production of Brent
Crude oil from the North Sea which became a very important source
of non-OPEC crude oil.
The production of Brent crude is in North Sea and mainly it is
consumed in the UK, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands and Germany.
It is refined in the Northwest Europe and is suitable for the production
of petrol. The API gravity of Brent Crude is 38.03 and specific
gravity is of 0.8333. Saudi Arabia, Russia, U.S. and Iran are the
major producers of this commodity. Being the second largest traded
oil in the energy market, it is used to price two-thirds of the world’s
internationally traded crude oil supplies. So, Brent has both been used
as a benchmark for pricing and also as a hedging tool for global crude
prices. According to the World Fact book, Afghanistan followed by
Albania and Algeria remains the top oil reserves in the world where
Afghanistan alone holds 87 billion barrels of oil and produces 1950
barrels per day remaining at the top list. Intercontinental Exchange
(ICE) is the major trading platform for this commodity.
Fundamental Facts
• Brent remains as a benchmark for most of the oil commodities.
The WTI, LLS, Mars and Dubai are priced relative to the Brent’s
prices. It accounts for less than 1 percent of the world crude oil
production but helps to determine the price of more than 60 percent
of internationally-traded crude oil.
• The oil production from Europe, Africa and the Middle East are
mostly exported and consumed in the Western countries. So, Brent
Crude remains as a relative gauge for the pricing of all the oils.
• Gasoline and middle distillates such as kerosene, diesel, jet fuel and
heating oil are produced from Brent crude when refined.
• There is generally a negative correlation between Brent Crude Oil
and the US Dollar. When the USD’s value appreciates, the price of
Brent Crude Oil generally decreases, ceteris paribus.
• Both WTI and Brent increases and decreases at the same time
showing a positive correlation between Brent and WTI. Although,
the degree of volatility does differ from one another. The increase in
the price of Brent might not increase the price of WTI by the same
percentage.
• The maintenance and replacement of oil producing equipment leads
to halt in the oil supply. Typically the summer maintenance period
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between July to September takes place each
year in the North Sea.
• Higher Brent crude oil prices contribute to
inflation; the result may lead to recession in oilconsuming countries.
• Since, oil prices have a negative impact on the economic
growth of a country. So does the Brent crude oil too; with the rise
in Brent prices it will have negative impact on the economic growth
of the economy.
• Interest rates will have negative effects on the Brent Crude oil
demand. With the decreasing interest rates it will make lending
more accessible and will stimulate crude oil demand and increases
oil prices.
Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for Brent Crude illustrated above
for the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The
risk chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean
whereas the return chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
The return chart for the Brent Crude saw mixed movement during
the review period. The initial months of October 2014 to January
2015 saw continuous bearish trend as during these period market was
trending southward. The price was declined as much as 17.35 percent
in the month of December, 2014. However, after the initial bear trend
market kept fluctuating from bull to bear during February 2015 to
May 2015. In the month of February 2015 and April 2015 market went
up by 19.77 percent and 20.51 percent respectively. However, the bear
trend was back stronger in the month of July when market was down
by nearly 17.81 percent.
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Brent Crude is a light crude
oil containing approximately
0.37% of sulfur.
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Crude Oil
Introduction

I

Fundamental Facts

t is often known as ‘black gold’ or “Texas Tea”. Crude oil is
the unprocessed oil that is found beneath the earth’s surface
differing in color and viscosity and found in the form of liquid or
solid. It is the made up of hydrocarbon compounds which consists
of Paraffins, Aromatics, Napthenes or Cycloalkanes, Alkanes. It
is also known as “Mother of all Commodities” because of its use
in the manufacturing of numerous products, including gasoline,
synthetic fabrics, plastics and pharmaceuticals. It accounts for 40%
of the world’s primary energy consumption followed by coal (23%)
and natural gas (22%). OPEC countries hold around 81% of total
oil reserves with 66% located in the Middle East alone. It is a non
renewable source of energy and has high economic value.
Crude oil is traded in almost all the exchanges all around the
world. However, the major crude oil trading exchanges are New
York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), International Petroleum
Exchange of London (IPE), Tokyo Commodity Exchange (TOCOM)
and Mercantile Exchange Nepal Ltd. in Nepal.

• The biggest reserve of crude oil is in Venezuela, Saudi Arabia,
Canada, Iran and Iraq respectively.
• The major oil producing countries are Russia, Saudi Arabia,
United States, Iran and China.
• USA is the world’s largest consumer of crude oil followed by
China, Japan, India and Saudi Arabia.
• OPEC countries control 44% of the world’s daily production thus
making control over oil prices.
• The prices of crude oil are usually very volatile and depend on
the demand and supply of oil. Amid from the demand and supply,
political instability in the Middle East usually impacts the crude
oil prices.
• World oil prices move together due to arbitrage.
• It may cause inflation and affects the pricing of almost everything.
• New technological process in extraction of oil is used known as
hydraulic fracturing or fracking.
• Shipping availability, freight rates, market trading activities and
strategies influence international crude oil prices.
• Short term decisions of oil producing countries, changes in
economic conditions or sentiment in both the short and longer
term, investment in new oil production/ refining capacity affects
crude oil prices.

Crude oil is the unprocessed oil that
is found beneath the earth’s surface
differing in color and viscosity and found
in the form of liquid or solid.
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The risk and return charts for Crude oil illustrated above for
the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas
the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity
in the aforementioned period.
The return chart for the Crude oil saw mixed movement during
the review period. The initial few months i.e. from the period
from October to January price were declining as returns reached
as low as -19.68 percent. The month of February and March saw
relatively calm market which saw massive movement in the month
of April as market went up by 23.82 percent. In the month of May
and June again there was very little movement in the market in
terms of returns and market reacted with negative return of 20.31
percent in the month of July. Likewise, in the last two month of
the review period return was very minimum as market changes by
small margin of 2.34 percent and -7.68 percent respectively.
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Heating Oil
Introduction

H

eating oil is also known as No. 2 fuel oil as it is also a refined byproduct of crude oil which is
separated from crude by the method known as ‘cracking’. Heating Oil (HO) is a less viscous liquid
petroleum product, which is generally used in furnaces and boilers in buildings to defend winter through the
pipes in the buildings. As seen in the ancient times, it was used for lanterns, stoves for lighting and cooking
purposes. The heating oil has two variants: household purposes and industrial usage. Though it is similar to
diesel and also called ‘Red diesel’ but the chemical composition varies. Its quality specification is different
than other oil products. Since the oil products contract like jet fuel, diesel, kerosene, etc are not traded on any
commodity exchanges, the heating oil’s future contracts are used to hedge those oil products.
During the winter its demand is high due to its usage in heating purpose. Considering its environmental
and health-friendly nature with efficient usage in houses its popularity has grown replacing the coal and wood
since it emanates less carbon dioxide. The factors affecting the crude oil prices, refining costs, distribution
and marketing costs do affect the heating oil prices too. There is high correlation between the crude oil prices
and the heating oil prices. Heating oil is traded at the New YNYMEX, ICE, MCX and MEX Nepal platform.
Fundamental Facts
• Seasonality plays the major role in the demand for heating oil. During winter demand rises and falls during
other seasons.
• The consumption of heating oil is high in the Northern areas of the US. Thus, brutal winter conditions rises
demand hence primarily raises its price.
• On account of the changes in the cost of crude oil also changes the price of heating oil. If the cost of
refining, distribution and marketing increases for crude oil, definitely the price of heating oil too increases.
• Due to the use of alternative means for heating available locally like wood furnaces, corn pellets and
biodiesel from vegetable oil switches the consumer from heating oil thus reducing its demand.
• The taxation policies implied by different countries and its states do add up cost and accordingly increases
the price of heating oil.
• The competition among the suppliers and dealers do affect the price of heating oil similar to that of the
gasoline and natural gas as its price is determined by the demand and supply prospects in the marketplace.
• Since the production decision hands on to the refining companies, their decisions to produce heating oil
affects its supply.
• The climatic conditions such as hurricane and storm in the Gulf Coast region in the US halt the production;
accounting its reduction in production thus decreases the supply. The Gulf Coast region has 47% of the
refineries.
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Risk and Return Chart
The risk and return charts for Heating Oil illustrated above for the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in
the aforementioned period.
The monthly return for the Heating oil during the review period start with negative price trend in the first four month starting from
October 2014 to January 2015 when market declined by 5.80 percent, 13.75 percent, 14.18 percent and 7.84 percent respectively. It was
only in the month of February 2015 when market for heating oil saw positive return which was also one of the 3 month during the review
period when monthly return was positive. Market return was again negative in the month of March 2015 which was followed by 2nd
positive return during the review period as market rose by 14.96 percent. The return was again negative during the month of May to July
and then followed by positive return of 3.59 percent. The review period end with negative return of 11.04 percent.
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Natural Gas

Introduction

N

atural Gas is a prime source of energy and is considered
as one of the cleanest, safest and most useful sources of
non-renewable resources of energy. It is colorless, shapeless and
odorless in its pure form and is almost pure methane (CH4). It is
combustible and emits less carbon dioxide as compared to oil and
coal. It is obtained from fossil fuels and is used in many of our day
to day activities and needs. It is a naturally occurring mixture of
hydrocarbon gas consisting methane in the highest proportion along
with ethane, propane, butane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen,
hydrogen sulphide and rare gases. It has its properties and functions
similar to oil. The natural gas is used for heating homes, cooking
food, run automobiles, chemical feedstock in the manufacturing
of plastics, generates electricity and other commercially important
organic chemicals. It is also used in the manufacturing of Liquid
Petroleum Gas (LPG). Mercaptan is added to natural gas before its
supplies since it helps to detect leakages and prevents accidents in
houses. The development of the horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing has made possible for extracting natural gas from shale
formations known as ‘shale gas’. It is traded on New York Mercantile
Exchange, Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), CME Clear Port, CME
Globex and MEX Nepal platform.
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Fundamental Facts
• The price of oil affects the price of natural gas since it acts as
a substitute. If the price of oil rises, people may shift to the
consumption of natural gas.
• With the growth of the economy, the demand for natural gas
increases as it is used in industrial sector as plant fuel and
feedstock. The demand falls with the slowdown or declining of
the economic growth of the economy.
• Hurricanes, storms and other climatic conditions also affect the
production and supply of natural gas thus hitting the gas prices.
• The residential, commercial, industrial, electric generation and
transportation usage has increased the demand for natural gas.
• The environmental and political policies of the major producing
and consuming countries also correct the price. Favorable policies
increase production and consumption whereas unfavorable
policies reduce production and consumption drastically.
• The high storage levels of natural gas reduce the price whereas
reduction increases the price level.
• As the shale gas extraction level is increasing, the supply tends
to increase thus reducing the price. Also the high drilling rate
increases the supply.
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Risk and Return Chart
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month of December as market falls by 25.32 percent which was
complemented by decline of 9.84 percent in the following month.
The period between February 2015 and May 2015 was relatively
calm as there was no major monthly change in terms of return.
During the month of June which was also second best month in
the review period gave positive return of 8.13 percent which was
not well received by the following months of July, August and
September as market changes by -3.94 percent, -1.89 percent and
-5.02 percent respectively.
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The risk and return charts for Natural Gas illustrated above for
the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas
the return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity
in the aforementioned period.
The return for the Natural Gas during the review period was
relatively small as market couldn’t raise by more than 10 percent.
During the initial period returns on natural gas was very conservative
as during the month of October it declined by 5.96 percent and then
went up by 5.25 percent. However, major changes occurred in the
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Mercaptan is added to natural gas
before its supplies since it helps to
detect leakages and prevents accidents
in houses.
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GUIDELINES FOR ENHANCED TRADING EXPERIENCE WITH

9. Traders are advised to re-login their trading console if they have been logged
in for a long time but have not used the trader.

8. While using multiple programs in the system where live platform of
MEX Nepal runs, there is a high possibility of the ports being used for
streaming prices and data may get congested and result in delayed
prices or execution.

7. It is found that Traders data are hacked and poached by other entities through
phishing by malwares, which get easily installed by using pirated versions of
Operating system or Anti-Virus. So it is highly recommended to install
genuine softwares only.
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Gold
Introduction

G

old (Au) is a transition metal and
is a dense, soft, malleable, and
ductile in nature; having corrosion and
tarnish resistance. Gold is a remarkable, rare
metal, with an unparalleled combination
of chemical and physical properties. For
thousands of years it has been used as an
ornament of kings, a currency and standard
for global currencies, and more recently,
in a wide range of electronic devices and
medical applications. Investors today find
gold as a store of value, store of wealth
and hedge against inflation. The purity
of a gold bar can also be expressed as a
decimal figure ranging from 0 to 1, known
as the millesimal fineness, such as 0.995 and
0.999. The price of gold is determined on the
open market, but a procedure known as the
Gold Fixing in London, originating in 1919,
provides a twice-daily benchmark figure
to the industry. China and Australia are the
major gold producers in the world, whereas
India and China are the top consumers of
this metal.
Fundamentals Facts
• Gold is viewed as a currency by
central bankers.
• Investment demand for gold
in 2015 was up 8% on 2014.
Modest growth in bar
and coin demand was
supported by smaller
outflows from ETFs.
• Two-thirds
of
the
world’s gold is mined in
South Africa, according
to Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
• According to a report by
World Gold Council (or
WGC), gold mining output
increased and set another
record in 2014 to reach
3,114 tons.
• Annual demand of gold
declined 66t (-3%) to 2,414.9t
from 2,480.8t in 2014.
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China and
Australia are
the major gold
producers in the
world, whereas
India and China
are the top
consumers of this
metal.

• Central banks net purchases ended the
year strongly at 167.2t in Q4, up 25%
from 133.9t in the same period of 2014.
• Investment demand in Q4 increased 15%
year-on-year from 169.3t to 194.6t. This
fed through to an 8% rise in 2015 annual
demand (878.3t vs 815.4t).
• Because gold prices tend to rise when
people lack confidence in governments
or financial markets, it often gets called a
crisis commodity.
• The price of gold and the strength of
the dollar have a pretty clear inverse
relationship; when the dollar is strong,
gold is weaker, and vice versa.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for gold is illustrated above for the
review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The risk chart
explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the
return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
From the chart above, gold prices showed mixed trend for the

review period. The highest return was realized in January 2015 i.e.
8.18%. The prices had remained quite volatile in the review period,
with the prices attaining a range between 240.13% to 999.61%
volatility. However, in January 2015, price of gold was extremely
volatile, reaching a rate of 999.61% during the month. The average
volatility for gold remained below 509.9% for the review period.
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GUIDELINES FOR ENHANCED TRADING EXPERIENCE WITH

12. Traders should not share their trading console password with
anyone. Also, Traders are advised to change the password from time
to time in order to avoid any password leak/misuse.

11. Traders should always check the details of their order (Buy/Sell, Price,
Order Type etc) in the “Trade Confirmation” window before placing the
trade.

10. Traders should always check the server time for correct & real price;
irrespective of speed and/or connectivity of internet at the trader’s end.
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Palladium
Introduction

D

iscovered by William Hyde
Wollastan in 1803, Palladium is
a rare and lustrous silvery-white metal. It
is found in Canada, Australia, Africa, and
South and North America, the vast majority
of palladium used in the United States is
mined in North America. It is strong and
durable with low density, which means it
weighs less than platinum - allowing bigger
and bolder jewelry designs to be created
and worn with ease. Palladium is used as
an auto catalyst in the automotive sectors,
industrial applications, jewelry purposes
and as an investment tool. The main
reference price for palladium is the London
Fix which is considered as the international
benchmark. The quotation is done twice
a day and it is used for most of the deals.
The fixing is transmitted by international
agencies and it is widely followed by
producers and industrialists all around the
world. Palladium is used to make springs
for watches, surgical instruments, electrical
contacts and dental fillings and crowns. It
has wider application and used in Catalysis,
electronics goods, technology, hydrogen
storage, jewelry, photography.
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Fundamental Facts
• Russia and South Africa are the leading
producers of palladium, each producing
around 40% of the world’s supply
annually.
• It is necessary to follow mining news
from the major producers.
• Any major change in the automobiles
sector will affect the price of palladium.
• News regarding palladium stock with
Russia and South Africa.
• Russia is the only country which holds
significant stock of palladium. Russian
government export policies have
significantly influenced world palladium
supply and prices volatility.
• Car sales and their geographical
composition remain the key factor for
palladium prices.
• Palladium is used mainly for catalytic
converters in petrol fuelled cars, which
predominate in the US and China, so
the relative strength of those markets is
critical.
• The total value of palladium ETF holdings
stands at about $US2.3bn ($3bn), says
Capital Economics.

Russia is the
only country
which holds
significant stock
of palladium.
Russian
government
export policies
have significantly
influenced world
palladium supply
and prices
volatility.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for palladium
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2014 to September 2015.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, palladium prices
saw a mixture of bearish and bullish trend
during the review period. During the month
of February 2015, the prices had reached a
high with a return above 6%. On the other
hand the volatility was in mid range, and
during June 2015, the volatility crossed
812 indicating the maximum deviation in
price. The average volatility for palladium
was marked at 500% showing massive
fluctuation in prices.
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Platinum
Introduction

P

latinum (Pt) is one of the scantest
pure metals on earth with an average
abundance of approximately 5µg/kg. It is
usually found in limited quantity in some
nickel and copper ores. On earth, 80% of the
platinum is found in South Africa, 11% in
Russia and 6% in North America. It is 30
times rarer than the yellow precious metal
i.e. gold and is a least reactive metal. It
is silvery-white, lustrous, malleable and
ductile. Its ductility is more than gold, silver
and copper, thus making itself the most
ductile pure metal whereas the malleability
of gold is higher than that of platinum. It is
also one of the densest metals known as it
is significantly denser than gold. Because
it is highly heat-resistant and corrosionresistant, it is preferred as a tradable metal
commodity. The trends up to now show that
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generally the price of platinum rises during
the times of political or economic instability
of the major economies in the world. The
main countries producing platinum ore
are Russia, Republic of South Africa, and
Canada.
Fundamental Facts
• The biggest driver behind the increase in
the platinum price is most certainly its
demand for jewellery production. Japan
is responsible for 95% of the demand
for platinum for jewellery manufacturing
purposes.
• Because it is one of the rarest metals
on earth, there are evidences of wild
fluctuations in demand and supply of

•

•

•

•

the commodity thus increasing its price
volatility and risks for the investors.
Mines located in South Africa and Russia
account for a large portion of the world’s
platinum production. Along with Russia,
platinum mining in South Africa produces
a total of 90% of the world’s platinum
demand – which is about 130 tonnes per
year
Japan, US, EU and China are the major
consumer of platinum. Japan consumes
85% of the platinum jewelry that is
produced in the world.
Platinum prices often rise and fall in
conjunction with the fate of the auto
industry; the automobile industry
accounts for a significant portion of
global platinum demand, the price for this
metal can be impacted by the health of
this sector of the economy.
As a precious metal, the price movement
of gold also affects the platinum prices as
it will determine the market psychology
for the product.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for platinum is illustrated above for the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The
risk chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the return chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, platinum prices saw bearish trend during the review period. In most of the month the price of platinum
kept decreasing. During the month of September 2015, return for platinum reached below 10.12%. The highest return was
realized in the month of January 2015, i.e. 2.63%. On the
other hand, the volatility also showed mixed trend over the
review period. During the month of November 2014, the
Volality
volatility crossed 2114 showing the maximum deviation
2500.00
in price. The average volatility for platinum was 708%.
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Silver
Silver is often considered as
the “poor man’s gold”
as it has been quietly climbing
the investment and demand
charts since its discovery
thousands of years ago.

Introduction

S

ilver is a white, soft, lustrous
transition metal, which has the
highest electrical conductivity of any
element and the highest thermal conductivity
of any metal. Mostly, silver is produced
as a by-product of copper, gold, lead and
zinc refining. Silver has long been valued
as a precious metal, and it is used to make
ornaments, jewelry, high value tableware,
utensils and currency coins. Silver is often
considered as the “poor man’s gold” as it has
been quietly climbing the investment and
demand charts since its discovery thousands
of years ago. Its unique properties make it
ideal for thousands of applications used in
everyday life. The top three producers were
Peru, India and China. While looking at the
consumption side, the largest consumer of
silver is the United States followed by India,
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Japan, and Italy. 75% of silver’s production
comes from gold, copper, lead, and zinc
mining which is why changes in these other
industries have a large impact on the price of
silver. On the demand side, silver (like most
commodities) benefits from strong world
growth, a weaker U.S. dollar, and increasing
use in electronic applications. With so
much of news available for precious metal,
investors are highly interested to trade in
this commodity.
Fundamental Facts
• Mexico is the world’s leading silver
producer, followed by Peru, China,
Australia and Russia.
• US Dollar and Euro are the major
currencies affecting the prices of silver.

• United States, India, Japan and Italy are
the most silver consuming nations in the
world. The demand patterns from these
countries are likely to affect the prices of
silver.
• Silver tends to track the price of gold.
Although the correlation between the two
metals is not hard and fast, price charts
certainly show that as gold rises and falls,
so does silver.
• Any news that directly affects the
structure of the global monetary system
would have a rapid and deep impact on
precious metal prices.
• The silver is more affected by industrial
needs and by jewelry demand.
• Large investors have the power to affect
market prices of silver.
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Risk & Return Chart
The risk and return charts for silver is illustrated above for the review period from October 2014 to September 2015. The
risk chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the return chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, silver prices saw a bearish drive for the review period except for a brief moment in January and
May 2015. During the month of June 2015, silver returns reached a negative of 6.20%. Similarly, in the month of January
2015, silver prices reached its highest point i.e. the return rate of 10.10% was realized. From the volatility perspective, in
the month of January 2015, the price of silver was extremely volatile reaching a rate of 21.97%. The average volatility for
silver was 11.15%, with the volatility lowest in the month of September i.e. 7.09%.
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Macroeconomic Indicators-

Nepal
E

conomic indicators are the statistics about an economic
activity. It allows analysis of economic performance and
prediction of overall health of an economy. These economic
indicators can have a huge impact on the market; therefore, knowing
how to interpret and analyze them is important for all investors.
Global growth remained moderate, with uneven prospects across
the main countries and regions. It was projected to be 3.5 percent
in 2015, in line with forecasts in the January 2015 World Economic
Outlook (WEO) Update. Growth in the United States was stronger
than expected, averaging about 4 percent annualized in the last three
quarters of 2014. Consumption—the main engine of growth—has
benefited from steady job creation and income growth, lower oil
prices, and improved consumer confidence. The unemployment rate
declined to 5.5 percent in February, more than 1 percentage point
below its level of a year ago.
However, in Nepal, Per Capita GDP increased as compared to the
previous year at USD 717. A rise in Per Capita GDP signals expanding
economy and tends to translate as an increase in productivity.
Inflation was also in diminishing trend which was demonstrated by
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the GDP deflators; both these
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indicator reveals the inflation in the country. Agriculture sector’s
contribution in the GDP has been impactful. A significance impact
can be seen from where the government and other entities are
thinking for commercialization of products for the farming sector.
The Service sector’s contribution was satisfactory, yet we still have
rooms for improvement. The burden of debt forecast had decreased
this year, resulting in a total of 519.5 billion as of now, where foreign
debt stands more than domestic debt.
Remittance sector was the only sector, where we could see a
remarkable increment every year. But in the long run, our policy
makers should understand the impact of remittance in the economy
accordingly. Recent data showed that the imports had reached
37.4% whereas exports were 4%. From these figures, it was clear
that there was unfavorable balance of trade (import of luxury goods
was increasing) and improving the trade balance through export of
quality products should be prioritized. Whereas looking over actual
payment made and received by an economy i.e. Balance of Payment
(BOP) in 12/13 was 127.1million, the BOP now had reached 70.6
billion indicating unfavorable BOP which means the currency was
flowing out of the country than flowing in.
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303.7

319.1

335.1

358.1

372

Per Capita GDP

Rs.

21689

23292

25279

28905

31946

38172

45469

51444

57726

62196.0

70394

74992

4.0

4.5

8.0

5.9

6.7

12.6

9.6

9.6

7.7

9.9

9.1

7.5

4.0

5.9

6.9

7.3

5.6

16.1

14.4

11.2

9.7

6.2

8.3

5.7

(in current price)
Consumer Price

Annual %

Index#

Change

GDP Deflator^

Annual %
Change

Revenue /GDP

in %

11.6

11.9

11.1

12.1

13.2

14.5

15.1

14.6

15.5

17.5

18.4

18.4

Tax Revenue/

in %

9.0

9.2

8.8

9.8

10.4

11.8

13.1

12.6

13.2

15.3

16.1

16.5

in %

2.6

2.7

2.3

2.3

2.8

2.7

2.0

2.0

2.3

2.2

2.3

1.9

in %

16.7

17.4

17.0

18.4

19.8

22.2

21.8

21.6

23.5

21.2

22.4

23.3

in %

10.3

10.5

10.2

10.6

11.2

12.9

12.7

12.4

16.5

14.6

15.6

15

in %

4.3

4.6

4.5

5.5

6.6

7.4

7.6

7.9

4.0

3.2

3.4

4.1

in %

2.0

2.3

2.2

2.3

2.0

1.9

1.5

1.3

1.3

2.1

2.2

2.5

in %

2.1

2.4

2.1

2.2

2.5

2.7

3.2

3.4

3.8

2.1

1.7

3.5

in %

2.9

3.1

3.8

4.1

4.1

5.0

3.5

3.6

4.2

1.5

2

4.8

in %

1.4

1.6

1.3

1.4

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.9

1.5

0.7

1.1

2.3

in %

1.0

1.5

1.8

2.5

2.5

1.9

2.5

3.1

2.4

1.1

1

2.5

in %

3.5

4.0

3.4

3.6

3.6

3.7

4.2

4.2

5.4

2.8

2.8

5.8

318.9

314.4

337.7

332.7

375.6

425.1

440.4

414.7

509.5

553.8

553.5

519.5

84.6

86.1

94.7

103.8

116.0

125.7

148.1

184.2

201.5

220.3

206.7

192.4

232.8

219.6

234.0

216.6

250.0

277.0

256.2

259.6

308.1

333.4

346.8

327.1

13208.5

12838.6

13602.2

13211.5

14710.7

16416.2

16772.5

15576.4

18866.8

20352.0

20068

18337

58.6

65.5

97.7

100.1

142.7

209.7

231.7

253.6

330.9

434.6

543.3

589.5

GDP
Non-Tax
Revenue/GDP
Total
Government
Expenditure /
GDP
Recurrent
Expenditure/GDP
Capital
Expenditure/GDP
Principal
Payment/GDP
Foreign Grants/
GDP
Budget Deficit/
GDP
Foreign Loan/
GDP
Domestic Loan/
GDP
Grants and Loans
Received/GDP
Total

Rs. in

Outstanding Debt

billion

Outstanding

Rs. in

Domestic Debt

billion

Outstanding

Rs. in

Foreign Debt

billion

Per capita

Rs

Outstanding Debt
Remittance

Rs. in

Income

billion
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Total Domestic

in %

45.9

47.5

49.3

49.5

53.6

56.2

66.8

66.2

64.8

68.5

66.4

72.5

in %

32.1

33.4

37.2

37.6

41.7

44.4

53.5

52.9

52.7

57.2

59.3

62.8

in %

10.7

10.8

10.9

10.8

10.7

10.6

11.4

11.9

10.6

9.9

6

8.1

in %

17.5

17.0

17.3

17.4

18.9

19.9

17.8

16.2

17.2

17.7

18.3

19.5

in %

5.7

5.3

5.4

6.0

6.6

7.2

6.1

5.9

6.1

6.2

6.6

7.1

in %

51.7

51.0

53.0

54.3

60.7

63.8

68.8

67.1

73.6

77.3

80.7

86.6

in %

34.2

34.0

35.7

36.9

41.8

43.9

51.0

50.8

56.4

59.6

62.4

67.1

Current Accounts

Rs. In

14.6

11.5

14.2

-0.9

23.7

41.4

-28.1

-12.9

31.4

57.1

89.7

47.6

Balance

billion

Credit/ GDP
Private Sector
Credit/ GDP
Net Government
Credit/GDP
Narrow Money
Supply/GDP
Current Deposit/
GDP
Broad Money
Supply/ GDP
Fixed and Saving
Deposits/ GDP

Export/GDP

Percent

10.0

10.0

9.2

8.2

7.3

6.9

5.1

4.7

4.7

4.5

4.7

4

Import/GDP

Percent

25.4

25.4

26.6

26.8

27.2

28.8

31.4

28.9

29.2

32.9

36.8

37.4

Total Trade/GDP

Percent

35.4

35.3

35.8

34.9

34.5

35.6

36.5

33.6

34.0

37.4

41.5

41.9

Trade Deficit/

Percent

-15.3

-15.4

-17.4

-18.6

-19.9

-21.9

-26.3

-24.2

-24.5

-28.4

-32.1

-33.4

Percent

3.4

1.8

1.5

1.4

2.3

2.8

2.4

1.8

2.0

2.0

2.4

2.2

Percent

1.9

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.6

3.2

2.7

2.0

1.4

2.3

2.2

2.5

Percent

10.9

11.1

14.9

13.8

17.5

21.2

19.4

18.5

21.2

25.7

28

27.7

Percent

2.7

2.0

2.2

-0.1

2.9

4.2

-2.4

-0.9

2.0

3.4

4.6

2.3

Rs in billion

16.0

5.7

25.6

5.9

29.7

44.8

-3.3

2.2

80.0

68.9

127.1

70.6

Rs in billion

130.2

129.9

165.0

165.1

212.6

286.5

268.9

272.2

386.96

433.3

665.4

746.3

Months

11.8

10.7

11.5

10.6

11.7

12.2

8.7

8.4

9.2

11.7

11.5

11.4

Months

9.9

9.0

9.7

8.7

9.4

10.0

7.4

7.3

8.3

10.1

10

9.9

GDP
Income from
Tourism/GDP
Expenditure on
Tourism/GDP
Remittance
Income/GDP
Current Accounts
Balance/GDP
Balance of
Payments
Foreign
Exchange
Reserves
Capacity of
Reserves to cover
Import of Goods
Capacity of
Reserves to
Cover Import
of Goods and
Services

* Annual Preliminary Estimates (Based on 8 month data)
# Base Year 2005/06
^Base Year 2001/02 = 100
This reclassification allocates capital grants into current expenditure and share and loan investment on public enterprises under financial
management. Note: Ratio of GDP is calculated at the current producers’ Price. Some figures are updated accordingly as they are updated by
the sources themselves.
Source: Economic Survey 2014/15, Ministry of Finance, Nepal
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Major Agriculture Production, Area Covered & Yield of Nepal
Area and Production of Cereal Crops, 2013/2014
Crops

Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (kg/ha)

Paddy

1486951

5047047

3394

Maize

928761

2283222

2458

Millet

271183

304105

1121

Wheat

754474

1883147

2496

Barley

28173

34824

1236

Buckwheat
Total

10510

10335

983

3480052

9562680

11688

Area and Production of Cash Crops, 2013/2014
Crops

Crops Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (kg/ha)

Oilseed

207457

181535.3

875

Potato

205725

2817512

13696

Tobacco

773.23

1004.3

1299

Sugarcane

76863

3315939

43141

8787

12659.4

1441

Cotton

130

132

1012

Rubber

-

-

-

499735.23

6328782

61464

Jute

Total
Area and Production of Pulses, 2013/2014
Crops

Crops Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (kg.ha.)

Lentil

205939

226830

1101

Chick Pea

9340.56

9380.36

1004

Pigeon Pea

17005.6

16415

965

23312

19382.8

831

Grass Pea

11495

14103

1227

Horse Gram

6232.8

5662

908

Black Gram

Soyabean

23757

28237

1189

Others

30644.4

32817.1

1071

Total

328737.5

352472.5

1072

Area and Production of Other Crops, 2013/2014
Crops
Tea
Coffee
Chilli

Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (mt.ha.)

19271

21394

1110

1911

429.4

225

8033

35668

4440

Cardamom

11501

5225

454

Ginger

24226

276150

11399

Garlic

6569

45035

6856

Turmeric

7310

67631

9252

Cocoon

-

38.5 Mt

-

Honey

-

1650 Mt.

-

Mushroom

-

1675 Mt.

-

8787

12659

1441

Jute
* ha – Hectare
* mt- Metric Ton
* kg – Kilogram

Source: Agribusiness Promotion and Market Development Dirocterate
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Lead Futures:
The Next Derivative?
W

e all have heard about the soft, malleable metal included
in the group of heavy metals – Lead. One of the oldest
metals used by humanity, lead was known to the ancient Egyptians
and Babylonians. The Romans have used it for pipes and in solder.
It was one of the first metals mined in North America, where it was
sought after especially for making shot. Natural occurrence of lead
is very rare. It is found in ores with zinc, copper, and silver, and is
later extracted from these elements.
As the value of a futures contract is derived from an asset,
similarly, the value of lead futures is derived from physical lead
itself.
Background
Lead was one of the earliest metals discovered by the human
race and found in Egypt that dates back to 4,000BC. The ancient
Romans used lead for making water pipes and lining baths, and
the plumber who joins and mends pipes takes his name from
the Latin word plumbum, meaning lead. Lead production in the
US commenced as early as the late 1600s by the Indians in The
Southeast Missouri Lead District, commonly called the Lead Belt,
is a lead mining district in the southeastern part of Missouri. Up to
the 17th century, tin was often not distinguished from lead: lead
was called plumbum nigrum (Wikipedia).
Uses of Lead
• The high density of lead is desirable for several product
categories including weighting applications, and shielding
against sound, and vibration.
• It is used in the manufacture of lead-acid storage batteries.
• For covering cables, alloying and as a lining for laboratory
sinks, tanks, and the “chambers” in the lead-chamber process
for the manufacture of sulfuric acid.
• The demand for lead is impressive because is used in radiation
shielding in medical analysis and video display equipment.
• It is used in matches, as a mordant in dyeing, and as an oxidizing
agent.
• Lead is often used to support heavy machinery.
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Inside derivative market
Derivative market can provide a platform to multiple stakeholders
such as commercial clients and merchant traders to hedge against
the lead price fluctuations as well as to speculate the product. The
lead contract is a derivative instrument where investors can enjoy
dual facility of buying or selling the products to meet their needs.
There is a bid and ask price intentions offered by a market makers
and in such prices the investors will speculate. The main role of
market makers is to provide the competitive prices for making the
instrument liquid and to maintain the financial integrity. On the
other hand, investors’ role is to speculate in the prices to abstain
maximum profit from the volatility occurred in the market or hedge
against the price risk.
In addition, the launching of such product requires a modern and
stable technology background so that members and investors on the
derivatives market could control risk and fasten trading processes.
As lead could be a speculative instrument for market it will attract
many investors, market makers and brokers for a new product.
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Contract Details
Description

Lead

Code of contract

LED/ MMM / YY
Specification

Type of contract

Financial futures

Quality

Lead of 99.970% minimum
purity. Lead must conform to
grade lead chemical composition
of BS EN 12659:1999 Standard
entitled “Lead and Lead AlloysLead".
Form: Ingots (pigs will be
referred to as ingots)

Trading system

Trader work station

Contract size

5000 Kg

Price quoted

NPR per Kg

Commission

1000 + VAT

Basis

Excluding Tax and other duties
Settlement

Settlement logic

Cash settlement.

Final Settlement/Contract
Expiry

Same date of Last trading date

Fundamentals Factors Affecting Lead
• The leading producers of lead are China, Australia, United
States, Peru, and Mexico.
• The leading consumers of lead are China, United States and
Germany.
• Lead prices in Nepal are fixed based on the rates in the
international spot market, and the Nepalese rupee–US Dollar
exchange rates.
• Economic activities such as national industrial growth,
recession and inflation, and global financial crisis affect the
price of lead.
• The construction of new production facilities or processes,

•
•
•

unexpected mine or plant shutdown or industry restructuring
affect the metal prices.
The geopolitical events such as government or economic
activities of producing and consuming countries can cause
major changes to prices.
The import and export figures and, demand and supply can
have major influence over the prices.
Trade policies set by the government.

Pricing Lead Futures
Price discovery is one of the important functions of the
exchange. The open-outcry system is the basis of price discovery
in the international market. However, these prices are used by
industry worldwide as the basis for contracts for the movement
of physical material throughout the production cycle. In Nepalese
market, the benchmark price is taken from the international prices
and it is derived in Nepalese currency adjusting some formulae.
The Nepalese market price will fluctuate in accordance with the
fluctuations in the international market.
The market provides the physical industry with access to
the market, to the risk management tools and to the delivery
mechanism. Trading takes place across three trading platforms:
through open-outcry trading in the ‘Ring’, through an inter-office
telephone market and through the Exchange’s electronic trading
platform.
Conclusion
Product must be practical in use and it must meet the scope
of different market participants. The invention of new contracts in
an exchange is important as it provides the hedging tools for the
market participants as well as to the speculative investors. In the
year 2015, CME, the world largest derivative exchange, launched
lead futures contract to provide innovative solutions as participants
can use to hedge volatile industrial metals prices. There is a bigger
scope of lead contract in Nepalese derivative market as it is volatile
and most traded contract in international market. The contract is
definitely expected to provide greater transparency and price
discovery for market participants.
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Copper:
Supply & Demand Side
Copper market recently saw slump in its price due to weakening Chinese economy and
sufficient supply in the market. However, there are many factor associated with the copper market
to be considered for evaluating the future price movement. Generally, demand and supply side as
is the case for any commodities pricing; is the factor to be considered for analysis.
Strong Supply Scenario
Copper mining industry have seen growth in mining capacity and supply in the market since
1994 as supply of copper have already doubled since then in the global market on the back of
strong Asian demand and also steady growth in US and European countries. One of the prime
reasons for this tremendous growth in the supply of the base metal was healthy profit margin
enjoyed by copper mining companies globally as demand was strong enough to hold price higher.
The cost per pound of copper in international market for miner was coming around $2 per pound
as per the survey conducted by GFMS whereas average market price of copper was well above $3
per pound in recent years and it’s only in 2016 when average market price is around breakeven
levels of copper mining company.
However, one interesting factor about the cost forming copper is that huge portion of its cost
is comprised of labor and energy cost. Copper mining use energy such as crude oil to extract
copper from mines. Looking in to these facts we can come across some more interesting facts
about copper cost components. Some of the major copper producing countries such as Chile,
Peru, China, have seen its currency devaluated in past two years in international market. Chile
which produces nearly 31 percent of copper in global market have seen its currencies devaluated
by 13.59 percent and 14.39 percent in the year 2014 and 2015 respectively. Similarly, currencies
of other major copper producing countries have also seen decline in the past couple of years.
On the other hand, price of energy product such as oil have fallen substantially in the recent
years. These all factors are very favorable to the copper miner as due to the devaluation of
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currencies cost of labor have gone down in dollar terms and due
to slump in energy price other operating cost for miners has also
decreased. This shows us the situation where cost of producing
copper is decreasing in recent years. In this context, supply side
is expected to remain steady in the coming years even if price
decline marginally from current level of $2 per pound. However,
drastic decline in the price of copper would then pressurize the
miners to keep on producing at very low rate and could not be
sustainable.
Therefore, current oversupply of copper is more or less
justified as miners should be still above breakeven considering
the devaluation of currencies and declining energy prices. In
the coming periods as well copper market can expect the
current level of supply with steady growth as energy
price is expected to remain low. On the other hand,
currencies of copper producing countries which
are mostly emerging economy can see more
pressure with United States
Federal Reserve changing
its monetary stance as
it has already started to
increase rates.
Difficulties in Demand
In terms of demand,
China is crucial as 45
percent of global copper
ore demand is from China
where it is used in variety
of product and then exported
globally. Majority of copper
is being consumed in the
electrical and electronic sector
which is around 39 percent
and this sector globally is not
seeing any major contraction and
in the coming years it’s expected to
grow. Moreover, copper demand from
other sectors such as consumer product and
transportation equipment are not showing any
sign of contraction in coming periods. However,
building construction which accounted for nearly

GLOBAL COPPER CONSUMPTION BY END USE, 2014
Industrial Machinery
& Equipment 9%
Building Construction
30%

Consumer & General
Products 10%

Transportation
Equipment 12%

Electrical & Electronic
Products 39%
Source: GFMS, Thomson Reuters

30 percent of the global demand for copper has seen slowdown
primarily due to slowdown in China and with US Federal Reserve
opting for tighter monetary policy; construction sector can revel
weak demand in the upcoming days. At the same time, slower
growth in Chinese real estate sector has already impacted the
demand of copper in the construction sector which accounted for
30.7 percent of the global demand in terms of usage in various
sector.
On the other side, carry trade have also contributed fabricated
demand of copper in recent years. Carry Trade is an arrangement
where traders in China (high interest rate country) make sell
and buy back arrangement with traders in country like USA
and Hong Kong (low interest rate country) and hold stock in
Chinese warehouse. In turn they receive foreign fund with very
low interest rate which they invest in high interest rate bearing
securities in Chinese money market. In this way copper demand
was fabricated in international market. Now, People’s Bank of
China changing its monetary policy with tightening policy,
demand created through carry trade should end.
In the coming period, it would be important to keep an eye
about the interest rate policy of US and China along with mining
activities in copper producing countries. Further, changing
demand patterns in copper consuming sector such as electrical
and electronic, construction and transportation sector is also
crucial for the demand in copper.

Amit Pyakurel
(The author works in the capacity of Senior Manager at the Research
& Development Department of Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited.
He is also the part of the Editorial Team of the MEX Year Book. He
can be contacted at r&d@mexnepal.com.)
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Decoding Negative
Interest Rates
Imagine this scenario-you deposit some amount of money in
your commercial bank today. A year passes and it is time to retrieve
the money from the bank for a particular purpose. However, upon
withdrawal, you find out that the deposited money got trimmed
here and there and you receive less than what you had deposited
in the first place. The logic sounds ridiculous right? In normal
circumstances, banks pay us for the privilege of having our
money in the first place. But the central banks around the world
have conversed on a strange phenomenon which opposes the
notion that it is the borrower that pays the lender. Analysts opine
that it is the most audacious economic policy in effect since the
Great Depression enveloped the world in 1930. The phenomenon,
currently playing out across much of Europe and Asia, has everyone
asking questions.
Phenomenon Coined Negative Interest Rates
This phenomenon coined by the bankers and economists
around the financial world is Negative Interest Rates. This is an
experimental way by the central banks to encourage banks to
lend further thereby fostering growth and inflation in stagnating
economies. Some economists were skeptical of such measures
to drive growth in the sagging nations. One school of thought
questioned the basic logic that-why would someone give their
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money to a bank only to see it carved down, rather than stuffing the
money safely in their cupboards back home.
This phenomenon is spreading across the globe and many central
banks, given the apparent global slowdown (or even recession),
are adopting and implementing such measures. Recently, the Bank
of Japan introduced a negative interest rate i.e. -0.1 percent, on
29 January 2016. Such negative interest rates have also shown
up across the European region including Denmark, Sweden and
Switzerland. Given the deteriorating Euro zone, the ECB is also
expected to push its rates down into negative territory in order to
stimulate lending, reverse the current deflation situation and thus
boost the flagging economy.
To a layman with a financial acumen, the negative interest
rates seems like an obvious alternative or an extension of the rate
slashing methodology the developed world had followed since the
global recession of the last decade. Firstly, the central banks cut the
interest rates to unimaginable lower levels. Secondly, if the shortterm interest rate does not fall any further, another phenomenon
called quantitative easing takes center stage. The money is deemed
to be very cheap i.e. for those who can access it. Sometimes the
money is also free of cost. And when something is free, you can’t
reduce the price further. Since the central banks have to create
another alternative with a little imagination-the lender of the last
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resort started charging the financial institutions that are their clients
to keep cash with them. Bonds began trading on the open platforms
with a negative yield. In a surprising move, some governments also
made investors pay them for the privilege of buying new debt, thus
guaranteeing those investors a loss if they held it until maturity.

•

Negative Interest Rates Around the World

•

Country

Central Bank

Current Interest Rate

Japan

Bank of Japan

-0.100%

Switzerland

Swiss National
Bank

-0.750%

Denmark

Denmarks National
Bank

-0.750%

Sweden

Sveriges Riks Bank

-0.500%

Last Updated: 11 February 2016
Into the Wonderland
As the movie “Into the Wild” displayed a young man abandoning
all his possession and hitchhiking to Alaska to live in the wilderness,
huge parts of the financial markets found themselves in an interest
rate wonderland. In the Euro zone, the value of the negativeyielding bonds had surged to USD 2 trillion in 2015, according to
JP Morgan. In the land of the rising sun, Japan, USD 5.3 trillion
worth of government debt now carries a negative yield at the time
of this article.
The very logic of such an idea was to make holding money
with the central bank such a worthless deal that the retail banks
and the investors would be more encouraged to lend it out, thus
boosting growth and spurring inflation. Likewise, bankers figured
that negative rates would lower the value of their currencies and
help to stimulate the exports. The bottom line was to go negative
and watch your economy get positive.
But the theory does not always translate into practice. Case
in point is that of ECB rates have not yet resulted in marked
growth and increased lending or even a surge in optimism. The
depleted zone is still suffering from the specter of deflation. Nearer
home, the Japanese market has also suffered and its economy has
continued to under-perform.
Why Negative Not Being Positive?
• It appears that the banks are eating the cost of negative interest
rates on deposits rather than passing them onto the customers.
In other words, the negative rate policy has limited the financial

institutions margins, making them less likely to lend and also in
a way destabilizing them.
It also appears that these policies have been more silent than
some policy makers have hoped for. In the global financial
environment, it is next to impossible to devalue your currency
when everybody around you is devaluing theirs.
Many analysts have also opined that this was a sign of
desperation and that something has gone terribly wrong.
Numerous research teams have called these measures as
disappointing and some have also called these as failure.

Conclusion
The word is out in the financial world that the central bankers
in Japan and Europe might not be able to save the world i.e. the
financial world. Investors around the world are skeptical that
these economies will try the negative interest rate policies and
in turn will be more inclined to seek safety, no matter how awful
the returns. Another school of thought argue that there are other
structural changes they can make to incite new businesses which
will in turn lead to more people working and improve the current
market functioning.
Federal Reserve, the central bank of the USA, has started
relaxing the measures it adopted at the times of recession and
have increased the interest rates to 0.5 percent on 16 December
2015. But given the lessons learned from the earlier measures, if a
downturn was to hit the shores of the US, it might be less risky and
a lot more effective for Congress to show the way in fighting it than
for the central banks to do so. Hence given the results emerging
from the Euro zone and Japan, this particular rabbit hole might
not be worth it after all. But let time decide the fate of such a tale!

Vivek Risal
(The author works in the capacity of Manager in the Research &
Development Department of Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited. He
is also the part of the Editorial Team of the MEX Year Book. He can
be contacted at r&d@mexnepal.com.)
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Despite various problems like lack of irrigation, fertilizer and
contemporary way of farming, Nepalese farmers are forced to
work in this sector. Apart from these issues, farmers are forced
to sell their hard earned crops due to the lack of proper pricing
channel and modern way of storing. The deplorable situation of
sugarcane farmers can prove the need of proper pricing mechanism
in the agricultural sector of Nepal. Every year they have been
complaining that sugar producers are taking the benefits of the
deficiency of a pricing mechanism. Such acts of elite producers
are forcing the farmers to sell their produce at a cheaper price.
Even they have also been forced to sell their produce on long
credit because the lack of storage facility prevents their cane from
drying up in the fields. Every year farmers have to spend their
time in harsh confrontation with the factory owners. And the case
is same in other agricultural product like paddy, lentil, ginger,
cardamom etc.
Nepal is producing about 3 million tons of sugarcane every
year which can be multiplied by double digits if the farmers are
motivated. The best way-out to solve this current issue is to build
a strong mechanism. So that the farmers can sell their produce at
their own price which helps to bridge the gap between them and
the industrial buyers. This turns to succeed in reducing the number
of intermediaries to get the real and scientific price for their
produce. It co-operatively helps to increase the bargaining power
of the farmers. No doubt various non-government organizations
try to build the strong channel to provide the permanent solution
to this problem but they are locked at the doors of bureaucracy.
International organizations like USAID are paying more attention
for the development of warehousing mechanism where farmers
are helped to come under the umbrella of warehouse receipt
mechanism.
The concept of warehousing system is very simple - where
a farmer brings their produce to the warehouse for storage with
the hope of getting the best price in the future. Once the produce
is stored they will get the authentic document called warehouse
receipt, which guarantees the quality and quantity of the particular

produce which was stored in the designated warehouse. We are all
aware that farmers are forced to sell their crops from farms to
fulfill their immediate needs. So this is the beauty of warehouse
receipt that it can be used as collateral for credit obtained from
banks. As this system broadens the area of financing, not only
the farmers but also the various financial institutions, exporters,
producers etc. are also involved to enhance the financial input to
the country’s economy.
Such practice is only possible through the derivative trading
mechanism through proper warehousing system. Hence, the
concerned authorities must join hands with the derivative
exchanges to facilitate the farming community.

Neerab Pudasaini
(Mr. Pudasaini had completed MBA in HR from IAU. He is currently
working in the capacity of Director of Business at Himalayan
Commodity Brokers Pvt. Ltd., a Clearing Member affiliated with
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited. He is a regular writer who
writes the articles related to social issues, management, economy &
capital market including Nepalese Commodity Derivatives Market.)
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Precious Metals
Apart from palladium, the precious metals category underwent
a bearish trend in October 2014. The precious metals initially
weakened as investors feared over the outlook of U.S. interest rates
amid improving economic growth. The FOMC minutes unveiled
that policymakers were concerned over the strong US Dollar’s
impact on inflation. Market sentiment was damped as disappointing
US economic data fuelled concerns that the country’s growth
momentum recovery might be tampered by the slowdown in the
Euro Zone and even China. Gold prices received immense support
after demand in India continued to rise amid festival season in the
second-largest consumer country of gold. Due to the decline in
India, the second largest consumers of gold in the world, the prices
also dropped thereafter. Investors were more willing to book their
profits in the gold contracts and return to the equity markets to
garner advantage from it. The Federal Reserve ended its monthly
bond purchase program and dropped a characterization of U.S.
labor market slack as “significant” in a show of confidence in the
economy’s prospects. Silver decreased to its lowest since early 2010,
as positive USA economic data and fears of an early rate hike curbed
the metal’s appeal. Platinum decreased to a five-year low, attributed
to the rising US dollar and concerns over demand from the global
automotive industry. A key manufacturing measure for Germany
declined to 49.9, its lowest level in 15 months, while auto sales
in Japan weakened by 0.8 per cent year-on-year last month. The
palladium market was largely in balance (where industrial demand
seemed to be satisfied by the mine supply and recycling), leading to
the incline in the prices by 2.59% during the review month.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
31132.5
439
33465
19883

Close
30097.5
412.8
31775
20398

% Change
-3.32%
-5.97%
-5.05%
2.59%

Base Metal
Copper prices had a bullish trend in the review period for October
2014. Copper futures initially dropped during the review period, as
concerns about the weakening global growth drove the prices lower.
The IMF, in a startling revelation, cut the global economic growth
forecasts for the third time this year and warned that the intended
recovery remained weak. A separate report from China showed
that industrial production rose by an annualized rate of 8.0% in
September, compared to forecasts for a 7.5% increase, after a 6.9%
gain in the previous month. Copper prices rose higher thereafter, as
the stress tests results of European banks furnished a positive picture
than most analysts had expected. A disruption to supplies from
the world’s third largest mine in Indonesia, Freeport-McMoRan’s
Grasberg mine, boosted the prices as the workers held a one-month
strike over concern about worker safety.
Copper

Open
530.8

Close
537.6

% Change
1.28%

Energy
The price for Energy commodities saw bearish trend in the
month of October as all of the energy commodities being traded

in MEX terminal move towards south. The price for Brent Crude
and Crude oil declined by 9.71% and 11.98% respectively for the
month whereas price for Heating oil and Natural Gas declined by
5.8% and 5.96% respectively. This strong bearish trend in black
gold was due to softening of Chinese oil demand which is also
world’s second largest oil consuming countries. At the same time,
the Eurozone financial recovery was also questioned which lead
International Energy Agency (IEA), a leading energy related agency,
to cut its outlook. Moreover, the supply glut in the global oil market,
US shale producer being one of the main contributor to this excess
supply, also helped market price of oil to trade on bearish trend. On
the other hand, US dollar reached a 4 year high against 10 global
trading partners making dollar deal in oil expensive and reducing the
demand of oil. Likewise, the price for Natural Gas also followed the
path of black gold as it declined for the month due to heavy supply
and lukewarm demand in the US market. Weather conditions on the
other hand didn’t support the price for gas as it was near to average
reading; reducing the demand of gas when it was about to enter peak
season.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
7577
7295
56.01
330.7

Close
6841
6421
52.76
311

% Change
-9.71%
-11.98%
-5.80%
-5.96%

Agro
During October, the prices of cocoa were bearish after Ivory
Coast, the biggest grower, raised the price paid to farmers, boosting
production prospects. Ivory Coast produced 1.74 million metric tons
of cocoa in the season ended September, 30. The net-bullish position
in coffee fell 4.5 percent to 47,766 futures and options in the week
ended Oct. 21, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission data
showed. The corn market moved higher in advance of the October
10 Crop Production report. World Agricultural Supply & Demand
estimated reports that the 2014 corn carryout was just over 2 billion
bushels. The demand had been increased in this month helping to
keep corn prices up. According to USDA, China’s soybean imports
increased 7.2 percent to 74 million metric tons from a year earlier.
The increase in import had led to the increase in the price change
to 14.19%. Overall the world price of sugar was low due to high
stock, the US as a protected market had also seen some steady price
increases in sugar over the last 12 months. Wheat gained for a fourth
consecutive session to mark its highest on slowing supplies from
Russia and strong demand for U.S. wheat.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
261
341.6
10.07
108.16
57.22
26.77
28.9
14.01

Close
232
331.7
11.82
113.26
61.42
30.57
28.22
15.61

% Change
-11.11%
-2.90%
17.38%
4.72%
7.34%
14.19%
-2.35%
11.42%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals observed a bearish run during the
month of November as negative factors were set in motion
throughout the review period. The major reasons for the drop
were the ending of the bond-buying program by the Federal
Reserve and the enhancing outlook for the US labor market.
Investors were hoping to see a more dovish language from
the Federal Reserve, which would have boosted gold prices,
but following the announcement, the U.S. Dollar rallied, and
put more pressure on the precious metals. Gold prices fell to
its lowest level in four years as the heavy selloff came after
investors fled the safe-haven metal against the backdrop of a
stronger dollar amid weakness in physical buying levels. ECB
President Mario Draghi reiterated that the bank is willing to
implement additional stimulus measures and expand its asset
purchase program to include government bonds in the weak
euro zone economy. China’s central bank joined the list with the
sudden reduction of interest rates for the first time in two years,
as part of its efforts to support the future of the global economy
recovery and increase lending. Silver prices continued to fall
south with little impetus and even thin support lines, as most
analysts and banks were still putting a sell on the industrial
sector. Due to the general exit from the commodity markets,
platinum prices also declined for the review period. However,
palladium was set for increasing run on growing vehicle sales in
the US and China as well as supply-side difficulties.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30095
412.9
31745
20395

Close
29977.5
396.7
30865
20808

% Change
-0.39%
-3.92%
-2.77%
2.03%

Base Metal
Copper prices were down in the initial phase as the markets
awaited clear direction from the upcoming announcements
from the economic powerhouses. Copper prices fell to a more
than two-week low, as growing concerns over the health of
China’s economy combined with a broadly stronger U.S. dollar
dampened the appeal of the metal. Appetite for growth-linked
assets weakened after data showed that activity in China’s
service sector slowed to its lowest in three months in October,
adding to signs of a slowdown in the world’s second largest
economy. Meanwhile, traders continued to weigh whether a
surprise rate cut in China would translate into increased demand
for the industrial metal. The move came in response to signs of
a slowdown in the world’s second-largest economy.
Copper

Open
537.6

Close
501.6

% Change
-6.70%

Energy
The bearish trend, which existed in the black gold market,
only got stronger in the month of November as prices for Brent
Crude and Crude oil both declined by double digit pace. The
price for Brent Crude and Crude oil declined by 17.06% and
17.75% in the month of November as OPEC decision ensured

their production level at times of global supply glut which only
strengthened the bearish trend in the oil market. The global
oil market was already oversupplied due to rising level of
production and OPEC; in fear of losing its global market share,
didn’t make any changes in its production level which ensured
the price drop. In contrast, Natural Gas market for the month saw
bullish trend as price was able to rise by 5.25% as the month of
November also marked the start of the prime season for Natural
gas market due to the start of the American winter. The demand
for winter heating which is also the seasonal demand saw rise
in the price of natural gas price. The weather condition in the
east coast of US worsened as the winter commenced which gave
boost to the demand for natural gas which highly depends upon
the North American weather conditions.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
6845
6423
52.94
310.4

Close
5677
5283
45.66
326.7

% Change
-17.06%
-17.75%
-13.75%
5.25%

Agro
Apart from wheat, the agro commodities during the month
of November witnessed bearish momentum. Cocoa net change
stood -26.42% , the downward trend in price was due to favorable
weather conditions along with positive expectations for the
2014/2015 main crop from West Africa, according to the ICCO.
Arabica coffee futures fell as rains in key growing regions in
Brazil provided a boost to prospects for the 2015/16 crop in
the world’s top grower. According to the USDA, eighty-nine
percent of corn in the main U.S. growing areas was harvested as
of Nov. 16, ahead of the average pace. The agency expects U.S.
farmers to produce 14.407 billion bushels, an all-time high. The
soybean harvest was 94 percent complete, compared with an
average pace of 96 percent at this time of year, and production
reached a record 3.958 billion bushels which caused the price
of soybean to decrease. Sugar witnessed the bearish trend for
the month of November. Global sugar prices continued to fall,
with even prospects of a lower-than-expected sugar output in
Brazil not providing support. Brazil had seen a drop in its cane
crushing output due to drought conditions. The bullish trend in
the price of wheat contract was due to concern over the harvest
scenario in some of the major wheat producing countries. In
the wheat producing countries like Australia and Russia, wheat
harvest health was under doubt which saw the price move
towards north.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
310.4
333
11.78
113.76
61.28
30.68
28.1
15.69

Close
228.4
330.2
11.73
105.92
57.02
29.8
27.44
16.81

% Change
-26.42%
-0.84%
-0.42%
-6.89%
-6.95%
-2.87%
-2.35%
7.14%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
During the last month of 2014, the precious metals bracket witnessed
a turnaround as it experienced a bullish trend apart from palladium. In
the initial phase, prices were hovering around the upper level in light of
investors predicting the probability of an early increase of interest rates
by the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed), in conjunction with a major expansion
by central banks around the world including Bank of Japan and the
European Central Bank in adopting stimulus measures. China’s central
bank joined the list with the sudden reduction of interest rates for the
first time in two years, as part of its efforts to support the future of the
global economy recovery and increase lending. The Government of India
surprisingly also withdrew a rule that mandates gold traders to export
20% of all imports into the country, which put down the government’s
attempts to increase legal shipments and reduce smuggling. Gold prices
climbed amid widespread volatility in markets after Federal Reserve
(Fed) comments regarding interest rates. The Fed said in the meeting
that it would be “patient” before raising rates; guidance which it said is
consistent with earlier assurances statement that rates would stay low
“for a considerable time.” Chairman of the Federal Reserve Janet Yellen
said the Fed was unlikely to raise rates for the “next couple of meetings”
indicating that a move in April is possible. According to a quarterly report
by World Platinum Investment Council (WPIC), platinum was set to see a
global shortfall of 885,000 ounces in 2014, 27 percent more than in 2013,
which added impetus to the prices. Palladium drove the journey along on
bearish grounds as the metals top producers, Russia, increased its supply
in the markets.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
29805
393.9
30865
20721

Close
30530
403
31095
20521

% Change
2.43%
2.31%
0.75%
-0.97%

Base Metal
In the initial phase, copper futures fell to the lowest level in more
than four years, as market players digested a pair of reports on Chinese
November factory activity, which provided more evidence of a slowdown
in the world’s second largest economy. Copper prices declined as
disappointing data from China and Japan added to concerns over the
global economic outlook. Thereafter, according to Glencore, in a report
showed an expected copper surplus may not materialize next year due to
the strong Chinese demand and expected mining disruptions could lead
to a deficit of up to 1.8m tones which provided impetus to the prices. The
People’s Bank of China injected 400 billion yuan, or nearly $65 billion,
into the country’s banking system to counter a slowdown in the world’s
second largest economy. Data released showed that inflation in China
slowed to a five-year low of 1.4% in November from 1.6% in October.
The producer price index fell by a more-than-expected 2.7% last month.
The disappointing data added to fears that China will miss its annual
growth target of 7.5% and boosted speculation that the government will
need to roll out fresh stimulus measures to avert a sharper slowdown
which also lead to the further weakening of the prices.
Open
Close
% Change
Copper
501.2
497.8
-0.68%
Energy
The price for energy commodities saw yet another strong bearish trend

as all of the four energy commodities being traded in MEX Nepal move
towards south. The price for the Brent Crude and Crude oil declined in the
month by 17.35% and 19.68% respectively. As the demand and supply
for oil has been continuously impacted by weakening demand and excess
supply in the global market, the result could be seen in the price of oil.
In the month of December, the data released from the US showed the
stock of oil had increased unexpectedly triggering the downfall in the
market which was already weakened by the supply glut. Meantime, there
was projection from Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
regarding the lower demand for oil in 2015 which also had its impact in
the price of oil. At the same time, the price of Natural Gas also declined
by 14.18% for the month of December which was also lowest level since
January 2013 as temperature in the US were above average in the month.
Moreover, most parts of the US was also expected to be warmer than
normal through New Year eve which resulted declined level of demand
for gas. In this way, inventories level were forced to go up in the peak
demand time of the year resulting in higher stock of gas and lower prices.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
5498
5270
45.71
316.7

Close
4544
4233
39.23
236.5

% Change
-17.35%
-19.68%
-14.18%
-25.32%

Agro
During the month of December, the agro commodities showed the
mixed trend in its change. Cocoa, corn, cotton, soybean and wheat
witnessed bullish trend whereas coffee and sugar were marked bearish.
International market prices for cocoa had been rising gradually this year,
reaching near three-year peaks in recent months, in part due to fears
production could be disrupted because of the Ebola virus spreading
through West Africa. The coffee market had been steady in the month
of December due to rainfall in Brazil as it weighed more on Arabica
coffee. USDA lowered its estimate of the U.S. cotton crop by nearly a
half-million bales due to losses in the Texas crop. U.S. cotton production
was forecasted at 15.9 million bales, down 3 percent from last month but
up 23 percent from last year. Soybean market also had a bullish trend
in this month. Chicago soybean futures moved higher after the export
sales report reported by USDA topped trade forecasts. Sugar futures
steadied in light dealings, with a report by Rabobank seeing prospects for
a recovery in prices next year. Due to the heavy stocks, the Brazilian real
is depreciating as sugar prices slipped for this month. The price of wheat
for December rose due to impose of duty on wheat export by the Russian
government, the fourth largest wheat exporter.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
228
329.2
12.15
105.56
56.76
29.7
27.32
16.96

Close
232.8
296.3
12.6
107.28
56.94
30.02
25.66
17.31

% Change
2.11%
-9.99%
3.70%
1.63%
0.32%
1.08%
-6.08%
2.06%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The bullion market kicked off the New Year on a higher note. In
the initial phase of the review period, the precious metals basket,
given the speculations that China, the world’s largest consumer, will
initiate measures to bolster the economy, boosted the demand of
alternative assets. The precious metals traded at the highest level amid
uncertainty over Greece’s future in the eurozone amid speculation
that the left-wing anti-austerity party, the political tension in Greece
to abandon Euro, the fall of oil price in the international market, and
sagging equity market in the U.S. had boosted the precious metals
prices up. The precious metals also increased in the review period,
after the Swiss National Bank (SNB) ended its minimum exchange
rate on the franc/euro and lowered its interest rates deeper into
negative territory. Investors fled risky assets in favor of the safehaven metals following SNB’s sudden reversal of its key policy,
where the SNB ended its minimum exchange rate of 1.20 franc/
euro and pushed interest rates deeper into negative territory, cutting
the three-month LIBOR rate to -0.75% from -0.25%. Gold saw its
biggest daily surge in more than a year, reversing from 2 percent
losses to a one-month high on spillover support from the surging
oil market, technical buy signals and potential for increased Indian
imports. Silver vaulted 10 percent. Platinum prices rose by 2.63% as
the producers continued to stifle the supply from the markets.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30527.5
402.9
31087.5
20508

Close
33025
443.6
31905
19842

% Change
8.18%
10.10%
2.63%
-3.25%

Base Metal
During the first month of the year 2015, copper prices fell by
a stunning 11.35%. After the Chinese industrial profits declined,
copper prices fell to a four-month low as the demand from the second
largest economy of the world declined. Copper prices held near the
lowest level in more than four years, as a broadly stronger U.S. dollar
and concerns that Greece might exit the euro zone hit sentiments.
The US Dollar Index, which measures the greenback against a
basket of six major currencies, traded at a nine-year high, boosted
by the diverging policy outlook between the Federal Reserve and
central banks in Europe and Japan. Copper prices swung thereafter
as investors looked ahead to the key economic data from China for
further support of the likely trend. After an initial rise on the back
of a declining supply, the copper prices fell at the end of the review
period as concerns over the global economic outlook dampened the
appeal of the commodity. Data showed that China’s economy grew
7.4% in 2014 from a year earlier, below the government’s official
target of 7.5% and the slowest pace since 1990. It expanded 7.7%
in 2013. The Asian nation is the world’s largest copper consumer,
accounting for almost 40% of world consumption. This news
provided impetus to the prices of copper by the end.
Copper

Open
497.7

Close
441.2

% Change
-11.35%

Energy
The price for Energy Commodities continued its bearish trend on
back of strong supply and weak demand in the global market which

continued to drag the energy market towards multiyear low. The
price of Brent Crude and Crude oil declined by 7.81% and 9.87%
respectively in the month of January, 2015. The improvement seen
in the US economy saw its currency US dollar strengthen against
basket of its major trading partner currency which makes the oil
deal globally expensive as US dollar is also the benchmark currency
for global oil business. Moreover, as advancement of technology
in the oil exploration continued, the amount of oil being extracted
from the rock shale kept increasing ultimately impacting the global
supply market of oil which has been prime story from the past year
in the oil market. Also, the price of Natural Gas declined by 7.84%
for the same month as winter demand was not strong enough to lift
the overall demand for Natural Gas. The inventory status in the US
suggested same as smaller than average withdrawal had brought
stock to earlier levels; very close to five year average level. As
weather condition in January was average, the demand softened,
ultimately impacting the price.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4545
4233
38.64
236.9

Close
4190
3815
35.61
213.6

% Change
-7.81%
-9.87%
-7.84%
-9.84%

Agro
January was the bearish month where every commodity showed
fall in the prices except sugar. Cocoa prices marked bearish trend
after trade-group data showed a surprising decline in bean processing
in two of the world’s biggest chocolate-consuming regions. The
processing of cocoa beans in Europe fell 7.4% on the year in the
fourth quarter to 323,061 metric tons. A surging U.S. dollar weighed
on coffee, sending prices tumbling lower. Corn prices had to face
a bearish trend too. The major reason behind this decrease in price
was due to the fall in the farmland values in Iowa. The prices of
corn started to fall as a result farm income dropped. The global
soybean supply and demand remains heavily oversupplied which
was major reason of the prices fall. Soybean prices have declined
over the past year as a result of record large South American and
US crops in 2014. Sugar remained bullish over the review period.
The main reason behind the increase in price of sugar was due to the
increase in fuel tax by Brazilian government. The reason behind this
shrinking price of wheat was due to the newly introduced duties on
wheat exports by Russia. Russia being the fourth-largest exporter,
adopted new duties to try and cool domestic wheat prices.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
232.8
296.2
12.6
107.38
57.14
30.16
25.56
17.31

Close
214.5
285.3
11.67
104.64
52.76
28.25
26.04
14.79

% Change
-7.86%
-3.68%
-7.38%
-2.55%
-7.67%
-6.33%
1.88%
-14.56%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The month of February saw the precious metals category observe
a bearish run as investors initiated short positions to claim the
advantages offered by the market fundamentals. Initially, the gold
and the silver prices slipped as buyers cashed in gains after the metal
posted its biggest monthly rise in three years in January, but a shaky
outlook for the global economy underpinned its appeal as a safe haven
from risk. That rally was sparked by concerns over the European
economy after the Swiss National Bank scrapped the franc’s peg to
the euro, the European Central Bank announced quantitative easing
and Greece elected the anti-bailout Syriza party. Gains had been
tempered, however, by a perception that the United States is still on
track to raise interest rates for the first time in nearly a decade this
year, lifting the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding gold while
boosting the dollar. Gold hovered around its lowest in seven weeks,
as support for the safe-haven metal eased after a deal was struck over
Greece’s debt, while the absence of major consumer China also took
a toll. Platinum prices were stubbornly low in the review period,
weighing on producers’ stocks and asset values. Platinum fell to the
lowest since 2009, on signs that Greek banks will continue to get
emergency funding despite a breakdown in debt talks between their
government and euro zone partners. One of the biggest reasons that
palladium outperformed was due to mining troubles in South Africa,
where a lion’s share of the commodity is mined.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
32980
441.8
31852.5
19779

Close
31190
426.7
30570
21030

% Change
-5.43%
-3.42%
-4.03%
6.32%

Base Metal
The price of copper took the northern ride during the month of
February 2015. Copper prices inclined the most in 21 months on
speculation that economic stimulus will boost demand in China, the
world’s top user of industrial metals. Prospects for monetary easing
in China increased after data showed that manufacturing contracted.
Equities in the country snapped the longest slump since November.
Copper was trading at the highest price since January 13 when a
dramatic 8%-plus slide over just two sessions spooked the market.
China’s Flash Manufacturing PMI index, showed expansionary
conditions for the country’s factories for the first time in four months
in February. The index, which measures levels of economic activity
among small and medium businesses, jumped to above 50 from
49.7 in January – a reading that indicates expansion. PMIs showed
manufacturing activity picked up in the euro-zone where output hit
a seven-month high. The world’s third largest economy Japan was in
expansionary mode, while February’s US PMI rose to a three-month
high after notching up five-and-half years of a reading above 50.
Copper

Open
436.6

Close
473.9

% Change
8.54%

Energy
The price of energy commodities saw correction in the month of
February as prices for all of the energy commodities being traded
in MEX terminal moved towards North which was very rare sight;
considering the past few month bearish trends that persisted in the

energy market. The price of Brent Crude and Crude oil increased
by 19.77% and 3.37% in the month as the production level in the
US declined. As prices continued to decline in previous months,
lot of shale producer in North America announced cut in capital
spending and their production level as declining level of oil price
was not sustainable eventually impacting the oil production. At
the same time, economic data also came out positive as US job
reports provided the hope of better job market and economic
activity in the US economy. Similarly, the price of Natural Gas saw
correction by 16.14% as compared to previous months close. The
improvement in the price of Natural Gas was on back of severe
cold in the US where people massively use Natural Gas for the
home heating purpose. This changing weather condition finally
impacted the physical demand in the US market which saw price
move up towards north.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4153
3823
35.74
212.4

Close
4974
3952
41.51
216.5

% Change
19.77%
3.37%
16.14%
1.93%

Agro
Most of the agro-commodities in the month of February
remained bullish. The price of cocoa, the main ingredient in
chocolates, had been boosted up due to the soaring demand for
the chocolate in China and other Asian markets have uplifted the
price of cocoa beans. Coffee prices dropped to their lowest levels
in a year, as the latest signs of positive weather in Brazil sparked
heavy selling among traders and producers. Corn and wheat saw
its biggest move amid a broad-based rally in commodities led by
crude oil as the dollar slipped to a near-two week low on weaker
domestic economic data. China’s top cotton producer, a quasimilitary body formed 60 years ago to settle the far west Xinjiang
area, was resisting a government policy that forced it to cut output
in an industry employing hundreds of thousands in the restive
region. U.S. soybean futures edged higher to trade just below a
six-week peak hit earlier as concerns over a disruption to supplies
from Brazil boosted prices. U.S. soybean supplies were tighter
than expected due to rising demand on both the domestic and
export fronts. The return of rains to Brazil’s dryness-hit Centre
South region had played a “key role” in sugar price weakness.
An increased Indian export volume further increased the already
amply availability of sugar on the global market, which will drove
down international prices.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
214.8
286.6
11.63
104.38
52.76
28.24
26
14.75

Close
240.5
248.1
12.33
114.34
58.1
30.26
24.38
15.05

% Change
11.96%
-13.43%
6.02%
9.54%
10.12%
7.15%
-6.23%
2.03%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The month of March saw the precious metals treading the
southern road except silver. Gold turned lower in the initial
phase of the month as the U.S. Dollar rose and investors cashed
in gains after upbeat Asian demand lifted the metal to twoweek highs, with expectations for a rise in U.S. interest rates
later this year keeping a lid on prices. Gold steadied for a brief
while as the dollar rally paused and European shares fell, but it
remained near a three-month low after a U.S. jobs report boosted
expectations that the Federal Reserve would raise interest rates
soon. More pain was in store for platinum bulls this year,
as a fall in prices of the white metal to 5-1/2-year lows was
failing to generate significant new jewelry demand in the once
reliably price-sensitive Chinese market. Last time platinum
prices were at current levels, in 2009, Chinese platinum jewelry
buying more than doubled year on year to record levels above
2 million ounces. Palladium-backed exchange-traded funds saw
their biggest weekly outflows since August last week as prices
of the white metal reversed the trend of the last two years to
fall. Palladium ETFs, popular investment vehicles which issue
securities backed by physical metal, saw outflows of nearly
50,000 ounces during the period.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
31207.5
426.6
30490
21020

Close
30415
427.6
29350
18878

% Change
-2.54%
0.23%
-3.74%
-10.19%

Base Metal
In the initial phase of the review period, Copper mines
from Australia to Zambia were confounding forecasters as
slumping prices and mine disruptions threatened to erase a
global production surplus. Companies including BHP Billiton
Ltd and Rio Tinto Group had reported accidents and equipment
breakdowns while announcing 2015 spending cuts that
Macquarie Group Ltd. estimates at $20 billion. The unexpected
reductions meant mines may produce less, with any excess
absorbed by expanding government stockpiles in China, the
top user. Copper futures jumped the most in six weeks after
Freeport-McMoRan Inc. halted production at Indonesia’s
Grasberg, the world’s second-largest mine for the metal by
capacity. About 50 workers blocked access to a road to the mine
for the fourth straight day, and output was suspended, while
shipments from inventories continued. Freeport is the largest
publicly traded copper producer.
Copper

Open
476.2

Close
483.6

% Change
1.55%

Energy
After a month of retracement in the energy market the bearish
trend took control over the market in the month of March as price
of all four energy commodities being traded in MEX declined.
The price for Brent Crude and Crude oil declined by 10.24%

and 2.58% in March as reports released in the market from
International Energy Agency showed that US ran out of storage
capacity in Cushing due to oversupply in the market. Market in
the previous month was predicting about the reduction in the oil
production in massive scale by the shale producer due to bearish
price trend. However, the situation was not that severe among
the US shale producer as the production level didn’t decline
much as was expected which meant there was still oversupply
in the market. Similarly, the price for Natural Gas declined
narrowly by 1.49% in the same month. This decline in the
price was led by the warmer weather condition in the US which
reduced the short term demand in the market. Moreover, the
report released by the US Energy Agency, Energy Information
Agency, reported about the increase in the production level of
Natural Gas by 221 million cubic feet per day by April, 2015.
This guided the prices of the gas to decline.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4961
3958
41.53
215.2

Close
4453
3856
36.17
212

% Change
-10.24%
-2.58%
-12.91%
-1.49%

Agro
Most of the commodity prices diminished during the month
of March. New York cocoa prices fell for the sixth straight
session, pressured by a strong dollar. Prices were underpinned
by concerns over output in No. 2 grower Ghana. Weak Brazilian
real dragged down coffee and sugar. The news of improved
weather in Brazil added to the selling pressure which drove the
price of coffee in negative direction. Raw sugar futures on ICE
steadied after touching a six-year low due to a weak Brazilian
currency and expectations of a big Brazilian cane crop. A
strong U.S. Dollar and harvest pressure from Brazil sent wheat
markets in bearish direction. Cotton prices slid to a three-week
low on 5th March following disappointing demand data. The
U.S. Department of Agriculture reported net-sales cancellations
of 62,500 bales cotton for the week ended Feb. 26 in its weekly
export-sales report. Analysts expected corn and soybean stocks
to be the largest in at least three years given bumper harvests in
2013 and 2014. U.S. corn prices tumbled after federal analysts
estimated larger-than-expected domestic stockpiles and spring
plantings of the grain. U.S. soybean prices moved lower after
USDA left unchanged ending stocks for the 2014 crop, which
was contrary to trade forecasts that they would be reduced.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
240.3
249.2
12.33
113.86
58.22
30.26
24.34
15.08

Close
216.1
233.9
11.85
111.7
53.56
28.64
21.14
15.03

% Change
-10.07%
-6.14%
-3.89%
-1.90%
-8.00%
-5.35%
-13.15%
-0.33%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals basket underwent a mixed trend during the
month of April as gold and silver treaded south whereas platinum
and palladium treaded north. Initially, gold posted its biggest gain
since January as bets on the outlook for U.S. interest rates drove
increased volatility for the metal. With the Federal Reserve meeting
around the corner, bullion investors had been parsing economic
data for clues on when rates will rise. Bullion posted its biggest
tumble since early March, and its 30-day historical volatility was
the highest in seven weeks. Gold dropped the most in seven weeks
and erased this year’s gain after a government report showed that
applications for U.S. jobless benefits declined to the lowest in 15
years. The drop for unemployment claims underscores the Federal
Reserve’s outlook that drags on economic growth earlier this year
were “transitory” and adds to speculation that policy makers won’t
delay raising borrowing costs. OAO GMK Norilsk Nickel saw
South African output of platinum-group metals declining in the
next several years as the Russian mining company leads investors
in creating a $2 billion palladium fund. Palladium futures advanced
5.91 percent this month, as supply disruptions coupled with the
escalation of the demand in the coming months.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30420
427.6
29352.5
18884

Close
30412.5
414.4
29382.5
20000

% Change
-0.02%
-3.09%
0.10%
5.91%

Base Metal
In the first half of the month, copper prices hit a near four-week
low as concern grew over demand in top consumer China a day
before the country gives an update on its economic growth. Copper
futures gained the most in more than two weeks as speculation
mounted that the government will take further steps to boost the
economy in China, the world’s biggest metals consumer. World
No. 1 copper exporter Chile was expected to produce 5.94 million
tonnes of the metal in 2015, slightly lowering its forecast. Cochilco
estimated in January that output would be around 6.0 million tonnes,
up from 5.78 million last year. The cut in the forecast was mostly
due to a lower estimate from projects run by Anglo American PLC
and at the Zaldivar mine, which is operated by Barrick Gold Corp.

Copper

Open
483.5

Close
508.5

% Change
5.17%

Energy
The price for Energy commodities in the month of April corrected
as price increased for all four energy commodities being traded in
MEX terminal. The price for Brent Crude and Crude oil increased
by 20.51 % and 23.82 % respectively. As the price of oil was falling
for the last few months, this put lot of pressure on those producers
whose cost of production was at higher side. US shale producer
productions were at higher side which had forced some of them to
close down rig. As compared to last year when total rigs picked at

1609; since then the number of rig has come down by more than
55% on back of declining oil prices. On the other side, Natural Gas
price also corrected from the previous month decline as price rose
by 14.96% for the month. One of the major reasons for the rise in
natural gas was due to short covering as lots of previously short
position was closed. Moreover, the demand for Gas also increased
from electric power generators in the US. At the same time, the
storage data released from US Energy information Administration
showed weaker than expected inventory which suggested the
strengthening demand of gas in market. Temperature, which is
another major factor impacting the price of gas, was also suggesting
higher reading in the southern part of US which was expected to
increase the demand of gas for cooling purposes.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4441
3849
36.23
212

Close
5352
4766
41.65
220.2

% Change
20.51%
23.82%
14.96%
3.87%

Agro
There was mixed trend for agro-commodities in the months of
April. Cocoa prices rebounded strongly in Asia where the grind
fell even further than in Europe and North America. Weakness in
the dollar was seen as playing a role in the outperformance in New
York, in improving the competitiveness on export markets of dollardenominated supplies. Coffee futures tumbled with rains seen having
refreshed parched crops. Corn futures dropped on the latest USDA
predictions for seeding coupled with the existing high stockpiles.
Buyers were snatching up the last stocks of high-quality U.S. cotton,
driving up prices in the process. Heavy rains had delayed some
planting for cotton this year, another factor in the recent price surge.
U.S. soybean prices slid to a nearly six-month low, as concerns about
rising global supplies and softer export demand overshadowed a
government forecast for tighter-than-expected domestic stockpiles.
Soybean buyers in China have continued to increase their purchases
so there was continuing growth in the demand for soybeans. Demand
for white sugar was very robust and sugar prices were climbing
ahead of Islam’s holiest month. Wheat prices were down again, as
wet weather in key regions of the US continued to bear negatively,
with the US hard red winter crop – as grown largely in the central
and southern Plains – where dryness has been an issue.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
215.2
235.3
11.86
111.3
53.62
28.59
21.12
15.08

Close
235.5
241.9
11.34
119.7
55.72
28.74
22.86
13.66

% Change
9.43%
2.80%
-4.38%
7.55%
3.92%
0.52%
8.24%
-9.42%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
During the month of May, the precious metals basket again
had a mixed trend with gold and silver moving north and
platinum and palladium moved south. Gold edged higher in
the initial phase of the month, snapping two days of losses,
as revisions to U.S. payrolls data supported speculation that
the Federal Reserve may hold off raising interest rates in the
immediate future. U.S. job growth rebounded last month and
the unemployment rate dropped to a near seven-year low of
5.4 percent, potentially keeping the Federal Reserve on track
to hike interest rates this year. Gold hit a three-month high as
the dollar came under pressure following a new batch of mixed
U.S. data that pushed back expectations of when interest rates in
the world’s largest economy will rise. Gold edged up supported
by a softer dollar and uncertainty over Greece’s debt talks, but
remained under pressure from expectations U.S. interest rates
might rise soon. The prospect of higher rates, which would boost
the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding gold while lifting
the dollar, kept the metal on track for a monthly gain. A perfect
storm of rising costs, labor unrest and weak metal prices has
pushed South Africa’s platinum mining companies into radical
restructuring, but they’ve held off unleashing what could be their
most effective weapon - production cuts. South African output
of platinum group metals jumped in the early part of this year as
mining companies continued to ramp up production following
last year’s record five-month strike. While that’s helping their
businesses, it’s also feeding into a 35 percent platinum price drop
over the last five years, which has been only partly offset by rand
weakness.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30417.5
414.8
29405
20002

Close
30620
430.1
28600
19981

% Change
0.67%
3.69%
-2.74%
-0.10%

Base Metal
In the initial phase of the review period, Copper’s longest
rally in almost a decade pushed the metal into a bull market on
signs that supplies are tightening just as speculation mounts that
demand from China will rebound. Glencore Plc, the world’s thirdbiggest copper-mining company, said output of the metal slid 9
percent last quarter partly as ore grades fell. Copper futures also
gained after U.K. industrial production unexpectedly increased,
easing concerns on the outlook for growth in Europe and signaling
increased demand. Output in the U.K. advanced the most in six
months in March as manufacturing climbed for a second month,
a government report showed. Copper hit a one-month low as the
dollar resumed its rally after a brief pause due to the better than
expected data furnishing from the world’s largest economy.
Open
Close
% Change
Copper
508.4
481.5
-5.29%
Energy
The price for energy commodities in the month of May didn’t
saw any major movement as compared to previous months when
market was strongly directed either towards north or south. The

price for Brent Crude declined by 1.97% and price for Crude oil
increased by merely 1.3% for the month. The drop in the price
of crude oil was contributed after the report from Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries suggested that output of oil
had started to decline due to weak price in international market.
This report by OPEC was followed by the Energy Information
Administration report from US which showed the drop in weekly
production in the US. On the other hand, slight decline in the
price of Brent oil was due to the resurgent US dollar which
weighted on the market. Moreover, concerns about the potential
rise in the supplies of oil from US producer also played its part
in this price decline. Likewise, price for Natural Gas also had
similar story as price declined on the back of massive rise in
inventory level which was released by the Energy information
Administration. The better than expected inventory level showed
that there is ample supply in the market and demand is not strong
enough currently to drag the inventory level down.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
5342
4760
41.77
219.9

Close
5237
4822
41.11
211.2

% Change
-1.97%
1.30%
-1.58%
-3.96%

Agro
May prices for agro commodities witnessed mixed trend. Coco,
soybean oil and wheat were bullish whereas other commodities
remained bearish. Cocoa hit a seven-month high backed by
continuing worries about production in Ghana and the potential
weather effects of El Niño later in the year. Coffee prices dropped
to their lowest level in more than a year as estimates of excess
production poured in. Abundant world-grain supplies and a stronger
dollar were expected to create a weak demand environment for
U.S. corn in the world market. China, which imported more than
20 million bales of raw cotton in 2012-13, was forecasted to import
only 7.5 million bales this season. Global cotton trade was also
projected lower at 34.3 million bales for 2014-15, down by 16 per
cent from 2013-14. U.S. soybean prices sank to a one-month low
after federal forecasters projected a larger-than-expected harvest
this autumn and a sharp increase in supplies of the oilseed next
year. Raw sugar prices fell to their lowest level in more than six
years as traders anticipated more supply entering the global market.
The ISO, in its first detailed forecast for world sugar supply and
demand in 2015-16, forecasted a 2.3m-tonne production deficit.
US weather fears had sent wheat prices soaring.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
236.6
242.5
11.52
119.62
56.06
28.72
23.08
13.97

Close
247.1
222.6
11.07
113.5
58.84
27.45
21.12
14.03

% Change
4.44%
-8.21%
-3.91%
-5.12%
4.96%
-4.42%
-8.49%
0.43%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The bullion market witnessed a bearish trend during the month of
June as all four commodities traded in the MEX terminal decreased
by the month’s end. Gold prices fell shrugging off early weakness in
the U.S. dollar and hitting five-week lows as robust U.S. economic
data fed expectations that the Federal Reserve could raise interest
rates this year. Gold failed to benefit much from waning risk appetite
in financial markets. Data showed that U.S. nonfarm productivity
fell sharply in the first quarter, leading to a jump in labor-related
production costs. Other data showed first-time applications for
unemployment aid fell while the number of people on benefit rolls
hit the lowest level since 2000. The metals fell as budget turmoil in
Greece drove the greenback higher against the euro. The stronger
U.S. currency reduced demand for gold as an alternative investment.
Platinum prices tumbled to a six-year low. The white metal is mainly
used in pollution-control devices for cars, and Europe accounts for
about a quarter of global demand. With talks on securing a bailout
deal for Greece in deadlock, it’s increasing concern that auto demand
in the region will drop. Platinum had slumped 10 percent this year,
the biggest loss among the major precious metals. Investors cut
holdings in exchange-traded funds. Vehicle sales in Europe declined
24 percent in April, the third decline in 2015, the latest figures
showed. Palladium fell, pushing the metal into a bear market, as
supply concerns eased amid signs of recovering mine output this
year. Production in South Africa, the world’s second-biggest supplier,
will gain 17 percent to 2.48 million ounces, the highest since 2011,
following the five-month mine strike that ended in June of last year,
Johnson Matthey Plc said in May. At the same time, slowing growth
in auto sales in China limited demand for the metal, used in pollutioncontrol devices.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30605
429.1
28585
19958

Close
30142.5
402.5
27730
17328

% Change
-1.51%
-6.20%
-2.99%
-13.18%

Base Metal
During June, the copper market took its biggest beating since
January as fresh evidence that supplies are increasing led traders to
put an end to a four-day rally in the metal. Stockpiles monitored by
the London Metal Exchange had ballooned 90 percent in the past
year, and on Wednesday the hoard increased by the most since March,
or 3.1 percent. Supplies were rising at a time when slower economic
growth curbed demand from China, the world’s top consumer.
Money managers held a net-short position in copper of 4,135 futures
and options as of June 9, U.S. government figures. That’s the first
negative outlook since February. Prices fell for four straight weeks
on concern that officials haven’t provided enough stimulus to revive
the economy in China, the world’s top metals consumer.
Copper

Open
481.3

Close
462.5

% Change
-3.91%

Energy
The price of energy commodities in the MEX terminal saw bearish

tone in the month of June as the price of Brent Crude, Crude oil and
Natural Gas moved towards south for the month. However, the price
of heating oil saw bullish trend in the month. The prices of Brent
Crude and Crude oil had declined by 2.28 and 1.06 respectively.
This decline in the price of black gold was due to the continuation
of supply glut in the market. The supply and inventory level of oil
has been consistently in the higher side which showed that there was
weaker demand and strong supply side in the market. On top of this,
the month of June also saw strengthening of the US dollar which
makes the deal in oil expensive for the physical trader. Likewise,
the price of Natural Gas declined by 3.72% for the month as stock
of Natural Gas continued to surge for the month of June. Likewise,
five year average inventory level of Natural gas stocks increased
by 86 billion cubic feet for the month. Moreover, the level of stock
was also 38% higher as compared to the same time previous year
which suggested the weakening demand in the US due to the weather
conditions.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
5221
4820
41.13
209

Close
5102
4769
39.6
226

% Change
-2.28%
-1.06%
-3.72%
8.13%

Agro
For the month of June, except soybean, all other agro-commodities
were having bullish mark. Dry weather and a lack of pesticides in
Ghana, and wet weather and a hike in export taxes for grinders in
Ivory Coast were likely to result in a huge shortfall of beans and
grindings available from the world’s top cocoa producers. Coffee
futures on ICE rose for the fifth straight session, buoyed by a crop
report viewed as bullish and the strengthening currency in top grower
Brazil. The 2015 corn planted area for all purposes is estimated at
88.9 million acres, down 2% from last year, 302,000 less than March
intentions and 395,000 less than the average trade guess. Despite
increasing supply and negligible demand growth over the past four
years (CY 2011-12 to CY 2014-15), the global cotton prices and
trade were increasingly driven by the government policies in various
producing and consuming countries. The 2015 soybean planted area
was estimated at a record high 85.1 million acres, up 2% from last
year. Planted and intended acreage of soybeans is 504,000 larger
than March intentions, and 1.438 million more than planted last year.
White sugar futures touched a one-month high, supported by talk of
tightness in tenderable supplies driven partly by a pick-up in demand
in the physical market. Wheat prices were up nearly 6% on heavy
rains in U.S. Midwest region.
Open
Close
% Change
Cocoa
246.9
260
5.31%
Coffee
227
230.3
1.45%
Corn
11.03
12.59
14.14%
Cotton
113.24
120.66
6.55%
Soybean Oil
58.98
58.9
-0.14%
Soybean
27.37
30.63
11.91%
Sugar
21.22
21.56
1.60%
Wheat
14.04
17.51
24.72%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals witnessed a bearish trend during the
review month of July. Gold fell as the dollar strengthened
and hopes for progress in the Greek crisis revived after the
country told international creditors that Athens could accept
their bailout offer if some conditions were changed. The Greek
situation had failed to spark robust safe-haven bids for gold,
with bullion investors still focused on an expected increase in
U.S. interest rates after more strong economic data. Demand
for gold slid to its lowest in six years in the second quarter of
this year as buyers from top consumer, China, poured funds
into its now troubled equities market, an industry report
showed. Retail investment from China fell by a quarter and
jewelry demand by 23 percent in the April to June period as
stock markets there soared, GFMS said in a quarterly update.
Gold also fell as the dollar jumped ahead of U.S. economic
data that was likely to strengthen expectations for an interest
rate hike by the Federal Reserve in September. After a twoday meeting, U.S. policymakers said they felt the economy
had overcome a first-quarter slowdown and was “expanding
moderately”. Platinum fell below the key $1,000-an-ounce
level for the first time in more than six years while palladium
extended losses to hit its lowest since November 2012.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30147.5
402.7
27752.5
17332

Close
28120
379.2
25347.5
15754

% Change
-6.73%
-5.84%
-8.67%
-9.10%

Base Metal
Copper slipped as concerns persisted over top consumer
China’s demand for the metal even as stock markets there
recovered and in Europe hopes grew for a deal between Greece
and its creditors. Copper fell to the lowest in six years as a
Chinese stock-market rout heightened concern that demand
will slow in the Asian nation, the world’s biggest metals
consumer. Measures by the Chinese government aimed at
stabilizing the equities market was failing to stop a selloff that
erased more than $3.2 trillion of value in less than a month.
Copper had lost about 13 percent this year as signs of slowing
global economies dim prospects for the metal used in pipes
and wiring.
Copper

Open
462

Close
416.4

% Change
-9.87%

Energy
The month of July saw stronger bearish trend in the energy
commodities as all of the four energy commodities for the
month moved towards south. The magnitude of bearish trend
was stronger than the previous month as weekly inventory
level of oil inclined for the third straight week as reported
by Energy Information Administration. The continuous rise in
inventory level raised serious doubt over the demand as market
was already discounting on the oversupply of oil that persisted

for well over a year period. This saw price of Brent crude
and crude oil decline by 17.81% and 20.31% for the month.
Moreover, the strengthening US dollar was another headache
for the physical trader as most of the oil deal is conducted
in USD. This saw price moving strongly towards the south.
Likewise, the price for Natural Gas declined by 16.92% for
the month as rise in the inventory of gas as reported by Energy
Information Administration impacted the market. Moreover,
the weather condition across most part of the US which is
also the leading gas consumer was warmer which reduced the
demand for the gas. Inventories and weather plays a crucial
role in the Natural Gas market and both suggested bearish tone
for the month.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
5104
4772
40.2
226

Close
4195
3803
33.4
217.1

% Change
-17.81%
-20.31%
-16.92%
-3.94%

Agro
July was another volatile month which was marked by a
bearish move. According to the Cocoa Association of Asia,
demand for grinding dropped 12% in the second quarter from
year-ago levels. The reasons of such decline in price of cocoa
were weak demand figures from Asia. A result of changing
conditions in the associated raw material commodity markets
made coffee prices lower. Corn futures tumbled as improved
weather ideas enhanced a willingness to sell among investors,
for which commodities were anyway out of favor, falling close
to a 13-year low. Slowing demand from China amid bearish
world supply-demand forecasts, a strong U.S. dollar and
favorable crop weather contributed to pushing cotton futures
lower. U.S. soybean futures extended losses from the previous
session to hit a one-week low amid improving crop prospects
in the U.S. Midwest. New York raw sugar extended its losses
of the last session, in defiance of ideas that data this week
from cane industry group Unica will showed a cut to Brazilian
output in the first half of this month from excessive rains.
European wheat prices fell to a one-month low, weakened by
a setback in Chicago, a rise in the euro against the dollar and
increasing supplies linked to the incoming harvest.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
259.7
228.6
13.23
120.3
59.26
30.74
21.82
18.04

Close
256
221.7
11.71
112.7
52.78
28.78
19.64
14.67

% Change
-1.42%
-3.02%
-11.49%
-6.32%
-10.93%
-6.38%
-9.99%
-18.68%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals bracket witnessed a mixed trend during
the review period as gold and platinum treaded bullish trends
whereas silver and palladium bearish one. Gold rose hitting a
fresh three-week high as the dollar and global equities slid on
concerns over China’s devaluation of its currency. People’s
Bank of China set the yuan’s midpoint reference rate weaker
than Tuesday’s surprise 2 percent devaluation. Gold gained for
the first time in three sessions after a gauge of manufacturing
in the New York area slumped at the fastest pace since the
recession, weakening the case for the Federal Reserve to raise
interest rates next month. The Fed Bank of New York’s Empire
State index unexpectedly dropped in August to the lowest since
April 2009. Gold also climbed as China’s devaluation of the
yuan last week fueled economic-growth concerns on emerging
markets, boosting demand for a haven. Platinum dropped to
the lowest in 6-1/2 years and palladium to the lowest since
late-2012 on oversupply and sluggish auto catalyst demand.
Platinum rose the most in almost two years on budding
optimism that this year’s price slide will encourage more
demand from carmakers and jewelers.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
28177.5
379.1
25342.5
15754

Close
29117.5
376.1
25990
15431

% Change
3.34%
-0.79%
2.55%
-2.05%

Base Metal
Copper declined during the review period. Copper fell to a
six-year low, approaching a bear market, after manufacturing
weakened in China, the world’s largest metals user. Prices for
the metal used in everything from homes to cars to appliances
are stuck in the worst slump in more than two years. Stockpiles
jumped 11 percent in Shanghai last week. A drop in power
generation and falling property prices in July suggested a
worsening outlook for copper demand growth. With China’s
economy showing little signs of recovery, money managers are
increasing wagers that copper will fall further, pushing their
net-short position to the most bearish since April 2013, U.S.
government data show.
Copper

Open
416.4

Close
412.3

% Change
-0.98%

Energy
The price of Energy Commodities in MEX terminal
saw little changed in the month as three out of four energy
commodities i.e. Brent Crude, Crude oil and Heating Oil
increased marginally and Natural gas decreased by slightly
less than 2 %. The price of Brent Crude and Crude oil both
increased by 2.34% for the month. This rise in the price of
black gold was due to the weak USD as trader around the
world made big purchase to take advantage of the weakening

US dollar. Moreover, the rally in the equity market was also
another factor that impacted the oil price for the month as
stock market especially Chinese market saw bullish trend
indicating the potential strength in the demand of oil. On the
other hand, price of Natural Gas declined by 1.89% for the
month as demand kept on falling from the world’s largest
economy i.e. US. The demand for gas was weak due to the
weather condition in the US as most of the country saw mild
weather condition reducing the cooling demand in the summer.
Moreover, the future weather forecast also suggested mild
temperature which meant the demand is going to be average
and prices declined slightly for the month.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4197
3804
33.74
217.2

Close
4295
3893
34.95
213.1

% Change
2.34%
2.34%
3.59%
-1.89%

Agro
Except cocoa and coffee, all other agro-commodity was
bearish for the month of August. Cocoa prices increased as
farmers in the Ivory Coast hoard beans ahead of an expected
hike in the price offered by the country’s cocoa board. Coffee
fundamentals have “become more bullish” despite the gloomy
macroeconomic environment as disappointing weather in the
world’s largest producer Brazil pushed prices even higher.
Corn prices slumped back downwards, on growing fears for
the future of Chinese demand, as well as some better than
expected US crop data. China’s production of top quality
cotton could be three times than last year’s crop in 2015/16,
traders estimate, pressuring prices and demand from global
exporters like the United States. Soybean prices settled
sharply lower after federal forecasters raised their outlook for
the U.S. harvest this autumn, surprising analysts who had bet
that adverse weather in parts of the Midwest would lead to
smaller crops. Raw sugar prices ended below in this month
as the Brazilian real continued its slide against the dollar.
Grain commodity futures plunged after the US Department of
Agriculture hiked its forecasts for production this year. The
department projected wheat production at 2.14 billion bushels,
an increase year-on-year.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
256
220.1
11.64
112.62
52.96
27.93
19.64
14.6

Close
258.1
353.5
11.4
110.9
48.56
26.23
18.74
14.09

% Change
0.82%
60.61%
-2.06%
-1.53%
-8.31%
-6.09%
-4.58%
-3.49%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The last month of the review period witnessed a bearish path as all
but palladium across the precious metals decreased by the month’s end.
Gold fell to a four-week low as stock markets strengthened and the dollar
firmed, though prices remained hemmed into a narrow range. Gold had
failed to attract strong investor interest as a safe haven, despite the recent
weakness in stocks because of worries over the Chinese economy, showing
that the metal is struggling to find direction outside U.S. monetary policy.
Gold fell pressured as the dollar strengthened on renewed expectations
that the Federal Reserve will raise U.S. interest rates for the first time in
nearly a decade. Weakness in other commodities also weighed on gold,
which rallied after the Fed left rates at ultra-low levels, keeping a lid on
the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion. Gold futures fell
to the lowest in two weeks as the U.S. unemployment rate dropped to a
seven-year low, fueling speculation that the Federal Reserve will raise
interest rates this month. The jobless rate fell to 5.1 percent in August,
the lowest since April 2008, a government report showed. Platinum
extended its slump to the lowest in more than six years amid concerns
demand from automakers will slow as investigations into the Volkswagen
AG scandal deepen. Volkswagen cars with diesel engines rigged to cheat
on emissions tests are being pulled from markets in Spain, Switzerland,
Italy, the Netherlands and Belgium. About 42 percent of platinum
demand comes from its use in pollution-control devices in diesel engines,
according to Morgan Stanley. Palladium had its biggest gain this month
as protests disrupted output at an Anglo American Platinum Ltd. mine
in South Africa, among the world’s top suppliers of the metals. China’s
clean-air drive was giving palladium a boost. The metal, used in pollutioncontrol devices for cars, climbed to the highest in more than two months
after China said it will accelerate construction of electric-car charging
facilities.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
29112.5
375.1
25987.5
15466

Close
28637.5
372.3
23357.5
16761

% Change
-1.63%
-0.75%
-10.12%
8.37%

Base Metal
Copper prices remain unchanged by the end of the review month.
Copper surged nearly 4 percent to hit its highest in a week, as bearish
investors closed out positions at the quarter-end and ahead of Chinese
holidays. A powerful earthquake in Chile has turned the copper market’s
focus back onto supply risks rather than Chinese demand, after mine
operations have once again been disrupted in a country that accounts for
a third of the world’s supply of the metal. With the global copper market
expected to see a small surplus this year, investors had recently been
paying more attention to the threat from a slowdown in economic growth
in top consumer China. These worries pushed down benchmark copper
prices to a six-year low last month. The quake, which killed five people
and forced 1 million to flee their homes, was the biggest since 2010 to hit
Chile, and threatened around 600,000 tonnes of annual copper capacity.
Open
Close
% Change
Copper
411.9
411.9
0.00%
Energy
After a month of consolidation and correction the price of energy
commodities again moved towards the direction they have been

consistently moving for past year i.e. towards south. This decline in
the price of black gold for the month of September was due to weaker
economic data from China which feared the market about the potential
slowdown in the world’s second largest economy. Moreover, European
Central Bank also feared to slowdown in coming days on the basis of
slowdown in China and declining oil prices. As market for Black gold
was already over supply with massive production from all over the world,
this renewed fears from China and Europe made worse to the oil price as
Brent crude and Crude oil declined by 10.01% and 7.68% respectively.
Moreover, the price of Natural Gas declined by 5.02 percentages for the
month as inventory level of gas also increased more than market forecast
as suggested by the Energy Information Administration report. Moreover,
the weather forecast suggested the mild weather in the east coast of the
US over the coming weeks which means demand was going to remain
weak for most of the month. Moreover, weekly report from Commodity
Futures Trading Commission of US suggested that the short position
by the hedge fund had increased over month which suggested bearish
moment in the market.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4296
3895
35.78
213

Close
3866
3596
31.83
202.3

% Change
-10.01%
-7.68%
-11.04%
-5.02%

Agro
The month of September had shown mixed trend for the agrocommodities. Cocoa prices bounced higher, on track for a one-month
high as the market baked in concerns that dry weather in West Africa
could hurt crops. Meanwhile, coffee prices rose as the Brazilian real pared
losses against the dollar. Brazil is the world’s largest coffee producer and
the plunge of its currency has spurred exports of coffee beans and weighed
down the global coffee market. Corn prices surged to a one-month high
after federal forecasters trimmed their estimate for U.S. production this
autumn following adverse weather in parts of the Midwest. Industry
experts in India said raw cotton prices are also unlikely to remain higher
this season as textile sector in the country was not in good shape. Soybean
futures jumped as another bout of wet weather canvassing the U.S. Farm
Belt raised concerns over the coming harvest. Sugar prices rallied to their
highest in a month as trade houses bought up sugar at discount prices in an
anticipation of higher prices on the horizon as production slows. Global
wheat prices have been rising, partially because of concerns about dry
weather in the Black Sea region, where Russia and Ukraine are sowing
winter grains for next year’s crop.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
249
218.7
11.78
110.98
49.16
26
18.84
14.21

Close
249.3
213.5
12.19
106.6
47.66
26.2
21.36
15.11

% Change
0.12%
-2.38%
3.48%
-3.95%
-3.05%
0.77%
13.38%
6.33%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
October witnessed a bullish path as all commodities across the
precious metals bracket inclined by the month’s end. In the initial
phase of the month, gold fell from a two-week high on the firmer
dollar while losses were capped on expectations that the U.S. Federal
Reserve will delay raising interest rates until next year. Gold advanced
to the highest in seven weeks, boosted as investor confidence in the
dollar waivered amid doubts U.S. interest rates will rise this year.
Bullion rose in three of the past four weeks, rebounding from a fiveyear low in July, on speculation that the Federal Reserve will refrain
from tightening monetary policy until next year. Gold advanced to the
highest level since July on signs that China’s lingering deflation risks
offer room for more easing, adding to the case for the U.S. Federal
Reserve to hold off raising interest rates this year. China’s consumer
inflation moderated and factory gate deflation extended a record
stretch of declines, signaling the People’s Bank of China still has
room to ease monetary policy to support a slowing economy. Bullion
prices had rebounded from a five-year low in July as investors see less
chance of higher U.S. borrowing costs this year. A rate increase damps
the appeal of gold as it doesn’t pay interest. Silver rallied 7.22 percent
on technical buying to its highest in nearly 3 months. Platinum rallied
8.36 percent, the highest since September; it’s strongest in four years
after Glencore’s announcement that it will shut its Eland platinum
mine in South Africa. Palladium rose to its highest level in nearly
three months on reports of strong car sales from major automakers,
continuing a trend in which the component of gasoline engine
autocatalysts gains at the expense of platinum.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
28690
372.4
23407.5
16763

Close
29360
399.3
25365
17390

% Change
2.34%
7.22%
8.36%
3.74%

Base Metal
In the beginning of the review period, copper slipped as optimism
faded about stronger demand prospects in top consumer China, but
some analysts expected prices to soon test the two-week highs seen
earlier as lower supply leads to a more balanced market. Copper
declined the most in more than three weeks as signs of slowing
manufacturing added to demand concerns in China, the world’s biggest
metals consumer. China’s industrial output in September climbed
5.7 percent from a year earlier, compared with a 6.1 percent gain in
August and economists’ median estimate of 6 percent, government
data showed. Copper fell to near two-week lows thereafter, under
pressure from fund selling as worries about oversupply and slowing
demand growth in China weighed on sentiment. Prices eased on
concerns about ample supplies after data a day earlier showed the
global copper market shifted into an 8,000 tonne surplus in July from
a 16,000 tonne deficit in June.
Copper

Open
411.9

Close
408.2

% Change
-0.90%

Energy
The price of energy commodities saw bullish trend in the month of

October, 2015. The prices of Brent crude and crude oil increased by
27.85 percent and 28.77 percent respectively. The price of black gold
rallied mostly in the second and last week of the month breaking the
level it has maintained since September. Although the inventory level
had increased in the month of October, the political tension in the
Middle East along with positive Chinese factory data helped prices
moved towards the north. Similarly, threat of hurricanes in the supply
side also boosted the price of oil in global market. Similarly, higher
stock price in the Wall Street also boosted the price of oil. At the same
time, the price of natural gas also saw bullish trend as price was able
to rise by 13.79 percent for the month. This rise in the price of gas
was primarily due to the weather forecasts in the US which helped the
prices to climb north. Moreover, the inventory reports released from
the US also helped to move the markets toward north.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
3867
3601
32.48
202.3

Close
4944
4637
40.01
230.2

% Change
27.85%
28.77%
23.18%
13.79%

Agro
Most of the agro commodities in October remained bullish.
Increase in producer prices in the face of rising inflation had led to the
increase in the price of cocoa for the month of October. According to
ICO in its Coffee Market Report, it said that with the weakness of the
Brazilian real and Colombian peso again proving the most influential
factors, along with a general bearish trend. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) issued its latest World Agricultural Supply and
Demand Estimates (WASDE) and crop production reports, U.S.
corn production would reach 13.56 billion bushels in 2015, well
ahead of analysts’ estimates for 13.46 billion bushels. A decline in
the production of cotton in Pakistan, the top producers of cotton, had
made the prices of cotton to rise for the month of October. Soybean
futures rose with a strong demand from China. Exporters struck
deals to sell 40,000 tonnes of U.S. soybean oil, including 20,000
to China and 20,000 to unknown destinations, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture said. Erratic monsoon rains in the major sugarcane
producing states in Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka and Maharashtra and
pick up due to the festival demand contributed to sugar price surge
during the review period. U.S. weather was supporting wheat futures
as a lack of rain in the U.S. plains fuelled trader fears of a threat to
winter crop yields. Dry weather in Russia, another key exporter, was
also supporting prices.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
249.7
213.4
12.19
106.5
48.22
26.19
22.66
15.05

Close
260.3
212.6
12.04
111.62
49.6
32.54
25.56
15.32

% Change
4.25%
-0.37%
-1.23%
4.81%
2.86%
24.25%
12.80%
1.79%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
Gold hit a four-week low extending a sell-off into a fourth
straight session as technical signals deteriorated and investors
fretted that the Federal Reserve would raise U.S. interest rates
this year. The metal failed to benefit from a fall in the dollar after
downbeat Chinese factory surveys lent support to safe-haven
currencies such as the yen. Federal Reserve officials kept shortterm interest rates unchanged near zero last week but opened the
door wider to the Fed raising rates at its final 2015 meeting in
December. And higher rates would be bad news for gold, which
pays its holders nothing and struggles to compete with yieldbearing investments when borrowing costs rise. Gold prices
slipped heading towards near six-year lows as the dollar rose and
stocks rebounded from losses associated with Friday’s attacks in
Paris. The metal was coming under pressure from expectations
that the Federal Reserve was set to raise U.S. interest rates for
the first time in nearly a decade, lifting the opportunity cost of
holding non-yielding gold while boosting the dollar. Gold prices
dropped hovering just above the lowest level in nearly six years
on pressure from a rebounding dollar after strong U.S. economic
data heightened expectations of an interest rate hike from the
Federal Reserve next month. Manufacturing output rose well
above economists’ expectations in October and a gauge of U.S.
business investment plans surged. Silver languished near their
lowest levels in six years, while platinum dipped to a seven-year
low on a stronger dollar and growing expectations that the Federal
Reserve would increase U.S. interest rates next month. Outflows
from exchange-traded funds backed by the metals, all non-interestpaying assets, as investors position for a rate hike are also hurting
prices. The platinum group metals also came under pressure from
fund selling. Holdings of platinum ETFs were at a two-year low,
while assets of palladium funds were at their lowest since April
2014.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
29352.5
399.4
25332.5
17334

Close
27352.5
361.3
21405
13944

% Change
-6.81%
-9.54%
-15.50%
-19.56%

Base Metal
Copper slid to a six-year low on increasing worries over slower
economic growth in China and a glut in supply. The move in copper
followed data out of China pointed to weakness in that economy,
including industrial output hitting a seven-month low in October.
Copper fell to the lowest in six years as losses deepened on
concerns over a stronger dollar and weakening demand in China,
the world’s biggest consumer. China’s broadest measure of new
credit slumped to the lowest in 15 months in October, adding to
evidence that interest-rate cuts have yet to spur a sustained pickup
in borrowing.
Copper

Open
406.6

Close
362.7

% Change
-10.80%

Energy
The price of energy commodities saw bearish trend in the month
of November 2015 as all four energy commodities being traded in
MEX terminal moved towards South. The price of Crude oil and
Brent Crude decreased for the month as oil market oversupplied
status continued in the market. The inventory build had continued
to rise in the US for the month of November which caused
inventory to reach record high at 488.3 million barrel which was
also very close to modern day record inventory levels in the US.
Moreover, market was also pressurized from the strengthening
USD on expectations of interest rate hike as labor market continued
to improve in the world’s largest economy. This saw price of Brent
Crude and Crude oil decreased by 9.5 percent and 9.89 percent
respectively. At the same time, the price of natural gas saw bearish
trend for the month as production of natural gas reached record
levels. The price declined by 1.23 percent for the month as weather
forecast was mild for the winter season in United States. Moreover,
rising level of production and inventory of gas in the United States
also played its part for this decline in the price of gas.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4937
4639
39.98
227

Close
4468
4180
35.94
224.2

% Change
-9.50%
-9.89%
-10.11%
-1.23%

Agro
The month of November marked a bullish note as most of the
commodities remained positive. Weather phenomena El Nino was
being blamed for devastating harvests in West Africa as cold,
drying winds hit cocoa growing nations and the world faced a
cocoa shortage. Due to a drought and dramatic changes in the
climate, the price of coffee increased for the month of November.
The USDA raised its estimate for domestic output of corn to
13.654 billion bushels, exceeding the 13.564 billion average
estimates. India, the world’s biggest cotton producer, was likely
to export 6.8 million bales in the 2015/16 season, up 18 percent
from a year ago as demand from Asia was expected to improve.
USDA monthly outlook reported that soybean crops were expected
to reach a record high harvest in six years, thus lowering the price.
The El Niño weather phenomenon had started to hit food prices
as droughts in Southeast Asia and rains in Brazil were affecting
crops including sugar. Wheat futures prices fell due to speculative
technical selling amid favorable weather projections.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
259.9
213.6
11.99
111.76
49.84
32.61
25.6
15.31

Close
333.5
262
11.47
139.44
51.44
32.35
26.3
13.57

% Change
28.32%
22.66%
-4.34%
24.77%
3.21%
-0.80%
2.73%
-11.37%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals bracket had a mixed observation in December
as gold and silver prices declined while platinum and palladium prices
inclined. Gold bounced from near six-year lows in line with a sharp
rebound in the euro, rising 1 percent after the European Central Bank
(ECB) announced the minimum cut in its deposit rate that investors
had been expecting. The ECB cut its deposit rate to -0.30 percent from
-0.20 percent, but left its main refinancing rate, which determines the
cost of borrowing for banks at the ECB’s weekly auction, unchanged
at 0.05. Gold and silver slipped with trading choppy as the USD
surged after the Federal Reserve hiked U.S. interest rates for the first
time in nearly a decade. The U.S. central bank raised the range of its
benchmark interest rate by a quarter of a percentage point, ending
a lengthy debate about whether the economy was strong enough to
withstand higher borrowing costs. U.S. jewelry imports jumped 85
percent for platinum in the third quarter of 2015 and 12 percent for
gold, ahead of the holiday season which provided impetus to the
prices. Prices fell as a stronger dollar reduced the appeal of the metal
as an alternative asset. South Africa’s mines safety inspectorate lifted
a day-long suspension of underground operations in the platinum-rich
Rustenburg area, according to a lobby group that represents the largest
producers which had provided impetus to the prices. Palladium had
the biggest rally in more than a week amid signs of increasing demand
for the metals used in vehicle pollution-control devices. Data Tuesday
from the European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association showed
new-car registrations in the region increased 14 per cent in November
from a year earlier. In China, total vehicle sales surged 20 percent, a
report showed December 10.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
34227.5
452.9
21430
17478

Close
34117.5
445.3
22837.5
18062

% Change
-0.32%
-1.68%
6.57%
3.34%

Base Metal
Copper gained for the first time since October after a report showed
U.S. employers added more jobs than forecast in November, boosting
demand prospects. The rise in payrolls followed a gain a month earlier
that was bigger than previously estimated, while the jobless rate held
at a seven-year low, a government report showed Friday. Copper
snapped the longest streak of weekly losses in two years, which came
as concern mounted over slowing global economies. Copper climbed
after Freeport-McMoRan Inc., the biggest publicly traded producer
of the metal, announced additional reductions in output. Freeport
extended spending and production cutbacks as the company battles
to preserve cash in the deepening commodity meltdown. Copper hit a
five-week peak on signs that supplies could tighten and as the dollar
slipped, although worries that Chinese economic growth will remain
muted next year kept gains in check. In China, nine large copper
smelters agreed they could deepen planned production cuts next year
beyond 350,000 tonnes proposed earlier if prices and profitability
deteriorate. Also, China’s top integrated copper producer Jiangxi
Copper and Chilean miner Antofagasta Minerals also agreed to 2016
treatment and refining charges nine per cent lower than this year’s
fees.

Copper

Open
452

Close
470.8

% Change
4.16%

Energy
The price of energy commodities were mixed in the month of
December 2015 as three commodities saw bearish and Natural Gas
saw bullish trend. The price for Brent Crude and Crude oil declined
by 15.46 percent and 10.30 percent respectively. This decline in the
price was due to the tireless increase in the supply over recent months
along with increasing sign of slowdown in world’s second largest
economy i.e. China. These factors had exerted huge pressures on oil
and the markets was continuously moving down south as by the year
end price had nearly halved. Furthermore, oil was also pressurized
by the strengthening USD and declining equity market in the US as
Federal Reserve also increased the interest rates in nearly a decade
period. On the other hand, price of natural gas saw its price course
changing direction from the previous month as prices rose by 4.64
percent for the month. This rise in the price was due to the winter
demand in the US. The month of December was also one of the peak
seasons for the consumption of gas and slight increase in the price of
natural gas at the time of increasing level of production was due to the
strong seasonal factor.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
4463
4176
36.14
224.1

Close
3773
3746
29.6
234.5

% Change
-15.46%
-10.30%
-18.10%
4.64%

Agro
December month showed mixed trend for the agro commodities.
Pressure from weakness in the pound against the dollar had put
pressure on the price of cocoa. World coffee demand has been
growing which had pushed the prices up. There has been rising
demand from countries like Vietnam, Bangladesh and Pakistan, which
had pushed up the cotton prices. Prices of U.S. grain and soybean
futures dropped, as falling crude oil prices and concern over demand
for U.S. supplies pressured prices for agricultural products. El Nino
was making a mess of the world’s sugar production, driving up prices
as investors amassed the biggest bullish positions. Rainfall in Brazil’s
main-producing region of center south left output of sugar 1 million
tons lower than forecast. Wheat went bearish as investors covered
their short positions and the dollar tumbled after the European Central
Bank took steps to fight low inflation.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
333.5
261.9
14.63
139.44
64.84
32.35
26.1
17.51

Close
321.2
278.8
14.08
140.22
67.24
32.02
26.8
17.29

% Change
-3.69%
6.45%
-3.76%
0.56%
3.70%
-1.02%
2.68%
-1.26%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Reminiscing 2015 - Timeline of MEX Activities
January
11th January:
23rd January:

MEX celebrated its sixth anniversary with
annual awards distribution ceremony to honor its
outstanding brokers for the year 2014.
MEX Nepal conducted SPACE i.e. Strategic
Participation in Commodities Education, in Ace
Institute of Management for the MBA students.

of their infrastructure and overall business operation
and management and honored the best ones with
certificates.
August
31st August:

February
2nd February:

MEX launched another physical deliverable product
i.e. “Delivery Silver -DSILVER100GM”; catering
to the needs of the retail investors.
MEX Nepal conducted SPACE i.e. Strategic
4th February:
Participation in Commodities Education, in King’s
College for the MBA students.
With high market demand for Mobile Trading,
23rd February:
MEX Nepal launched the AX1 MEX Trader Live
Platform in ANDROID.
25th-6th February: MEX Nepal organized training for the broker
prospects of Banepa Investment Pvt. Ltd. at their
premises.
March
10th March:

MEX Nepal conducted SPACE i.e. Strategic
Participation in Commodities Education, in The
British College, Kathmandu for the MBA students.

April
4th April:

20 April:
th

September
1st September:

MEX Nepal provided charity to RST Orphanage
Nepal (Rejoice and Salvation in Trinity Services.
MEX Nepal provided financial assistance in light
of some due amount to the school, Kingdom Star
English School, where all of the students from the
orphanage study.
19th September: MEX Nepal organized the inaugural edition of the
MEX Financial Quiz Quest 2015 (MFQQ 2015) in
the premises of Apex College with 9 participating
colleges.
20th September: MEX Nepal launched the MEX Selfie Contest
promoting the domestic tourism of the nation
thereby supporting the notion that the nation is safe
for travelling!
October
2nd October:

On a special request by Devine Investment and
Trade Pvt. Ltd., MEX Nepal assisted in the
Commodity Market Awareness Program at the
broker’s premises.
MEX Nepal provided training at a program
organized by Sonata Investment Pvt. Ltd. at
Charikot.

22nd May:
31st May:

Mr. Jitesh Surendran, CEO of MEX Nepal, was
elected as the Member of the Executive Board of
South Asian Federation of Exchanges [SAFE] for
the term 2015-17.
Devine Investment & Trade Pvt. Ltd. organized a
training in association with MEX Nepal for Market
Awareness at Mahendranagar, Kanchanpur.
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited moved to a
New Location and has been operating from there
since.

June
8th June:

MEX Nepal announced the launch of New and
Advanced version of AX1 Trader in “Live” platform
including the Algo trading feature.

July
17th July:

MEX provided Star Grades to their Brokers on basis

MEX Nepal acquired membership of National
Business Initiative (NBI)-Nepal!

November
16th November:
18th November:

May
8th May:

MEX Nepal launched the first Delivery Contract of
GOLD “Delivery Gold 10 Gram - DGOLD10GM”
as a premium product in association with Gahana
Griha.

28th November:

MEX Nepal announced the first of its kind trading
competition in Nepal - MEX ALGORITHMIC
TRADERS CHALLENGE-2016.
MEX Nepal promoted the industry by presenting
various subjects related to commodity market
through Himalayan Television in the segment
“Bittiya Shaksharata” of Bazaar Guru Program.
MEX Successfully Clears 2015 Surveillance Audit
of ISO 9001:2008. MEX was the first certified
Nepalese Commodity Exchange with the ISO
9001:2008 in the year 2009 and thereafter has been
successfully clearing their surveillance audit every
year.

December
12th December:
16th December:

21st December:

To educate the market participants on the commodity
derivatives market, Pioneer Professional Academy
in association with MEX Nepal organized a training.
MEX Nepal conducted SPACE i.e. Strategic
Participation in Commodities Education, in South
Asian Institute of Management (SAIM) for the
BBA students.
MEX Nepal and Devine Investment and Trade
Pvt. Ltd. organized a joint seminar on commodity
market awareness at Opera Hotel, Mahendranagar,
Kanchanpur.

SPACE

A MEX Initiative!
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An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Exchange

SPACE

A MEX Initiative!

In a fast-evolving financial era where every second matters,
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited is proud and privileged to
introduce SPACE i.e. Strategic Participation in Commodities
Education. SPACE is an educational program being offered by
MEX Nepal to bridge the gap between the theoretical knowledge
and practical application of the derivative subject. Through this
initiative, MEX Nepal is endeavoring to armor the participants from
various colleges and universities a firsthand knowledge of the
subject from the leading practitioners of the industry. Since Nepal
is adapting various financial investments alternatives in the recent
years, a campaign for the enhancement of the knowledge is
deemed to be the need of the hour.

Interested participants can register in SPACE by following the link below:
http://www.mexnepal.com/webpages/space-a-mex-initiative.asp

Lending a Helping Hand During Moments of Despair & Grieve

THE MOMENT
THE WHOLE NATION CAME
TO
A STAND STILL!

Date: 25 April 2015
Time 11:56 AM
Lending a Helping Hand During Moments of Despair & Grieve
Saturday is synonymous among the people of Nepal as a day to be refreshed and catch up with family
members and friends after a long week of work and stress. It is a day to rejuvenate your senses to
prepare for the upcoming week.
However, on the fateful day of 25 th April 2015, as the clock neared noon, an earthquake of massive
proportions i.e. 7.8 magnitude, struck the nation and left thousands dead and millions homeless. The
geographical location of the nation had always placed Nepal in a high risk zone but one and all were
oblivious of the force of it. People who survived the horrendous experience lived to tell the tale to the
future generations.
As the dust settled and the statistics evolved, it became apparent that numerous citizens required
assistance, financial and non-financial, to counter the aftermath of the massive earthquake. Helping
hands cropped up in every nook and corner of the country as one could observe people of every walk
of life providing assistance to the afflicted ones.
Being a responsible exchange, Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited visited various charitable
organizations and provided assistance after observing the impact of the earthquake in the
corresponding buildings. This endeavor was initiated by the employees of MEX Nepal with an objective
of Rebuilding Nepal. We were truly blessed to have provided assistance to these organizations and
bring smiles across the face of children and people during the times of despair and grieve.
The following are the charitable organizaitons that we assisted.
8 th May 2015

|

Rasuwa Langtang Liring Orphan Society

15 May 2015

|

Home for Rescue of the Afflicted Children (HORAC)

21 st May 2015

|

Rejoice and Salvation in Trinity Services

29 th July 2015

|

Nishaya Sewa Sadan (Centre for Helpless)

th

2015
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